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 About

Pearson

Pearson is the world’s leading learning company, with expertise in 
educational courseware, assessment and range of teaching and learning 
services powered by technology. Our mission is to help people make 
progress through access to better learning. We believe that learning opens 
up opportunities, creating fulfilling careers and better lives. We work 
closely with teachers, learners, researchers, authors, thought leaders, and 
local experts to put education in the hands of more people around the 
world, in more inspiring ways. Pearson caters to learners of all ages: from 
pre-school and high school, to professional certification. Our curriculum 
materials, multimedia learning tools and testing programmes help educate 
more than 130 million students across the world.
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Pearson Blended Learning Resources are aligned with NEP 2020
The National Education Policy 2020 has suggested a change in the basic academic 
structure by making grades 1 and 2 an extension of the Early Childhood Education with 
focus on developing the Social, Emotional, Cognitive and Physical needs of the learners 
besides the development of communication and early language, literacy and numeracy. 
The reforms aim to bridge the gap between existing learning outcomes and the actual 
outcomes required for further learning and development. The policy emphasizes that 
curriculum and pedagogy in schools should ensure that learning is Holistic, Integrated, 
Inclusive, Enjoyable and Engaging. It is envisioned that this would lead learners to 
reach their highest level of Creativity.  

While NEP keeps the learners at the heart of the learning ecosystem, it emphasizes on 
transforming the quality of teaching by empowering teachers with the right training in 
content and pedagogy to lead this reform.   

It states that Assessment, another integral part of learning, must be designed for regular 
checks to ensure attainment of learning outcomes. There is strong recommendation on 
the use of alternative assessments administered through various means. The policy also 
contends promotion of art & culture and health & fitness. The students are expected 
to grow to be adults with rich human constitutional values. 

Dear Educators,  

Learning is the most powerful force for change in the world. More than 20,000 Pearson employees deliver our 
products and services in nearly 200 countries, all working towards a common purpose – to help everyone achieve 
their potential through learning. We do that by providing high quality, digital content and learning experiences, as 
well as assessments and qualifications that help people build their skills and grow with the world around them. 

Being world’s leading learning Company, we believe that knowledge, based on an enhancing understanding of the 
world, acts as a fuel that drives a person to achieve their full potential. Thus, we enable this journey seamlessly with 
a diverse range of study resources, both online and offline.  

Each year, we aim to deliver above and beyond the expectations of our associates and learners with engaging 
learning experiences that help them stay ahead of the changing times. In the same light, we are excited to present 
our brand-new K-12 titles, which are designed in perfect sync with the NEP 2020 and will empower learners with skill-
based education, focused on holistic development, critical thinking, experiential learning, aesthetic skill-building, 
cognitive development, & foundational literacy, to help take learning to newer heights.  

We hope that your students gain enhanced experiences from these titles and advance towards a rewarding learning 
journey.  

Together, let's make 2021-2022 a successful academic year for your school.  

All the best! 

Siddharth Banerjee 
MD India

Assessments have been designed to provide a rapid feedback 
to prompt for a quick and timely remediation.

Elements such as UNSDG have been discussed and explored 
to nurture responsible citizens. 

Project- based, Activity- based and Inquiry- based learning 
materials have been included to make learning integrated 

and holistic. 

Real Life connect has been established to help students 
easily relate to the subject and also help in extending the 

learnings from the classroom to the real world. Case studies 
have been included at appropriate places. 

The students are allowed the flexibility to experience 
various modes of learning through varied transactional 

processes ranging from reading, listening, speaking, writing, 
experimenting, investigating, researching and creating. 

Pearson’s products are 
aligned with the guiding 

principles of the National 
Education Policy.

Life Skills and Values have been reinforced with the aid of text 
and activities across all subjects spanning all grades. 

The teachers have been provided relevant and adequate 
support through pedagogically sound digital resources and 

training to drive the learning outcomes throughout the 
academic year.

Practice materials for benchmarking 
tests have been provided to help 
students prepare for competitive 

exams and Olympiads. 

The content is made age appropriate 
for the learner to stay engaged and 

enjoy the process. 

Critical thinking, Logical reasoning and Innovation have 
been integrated into the course curriculum through various 

activities and assessments. 

Art Integration has been done at various stages through 
different forms. Special focus has been laid on Indian  

art and culture. 

Integration of subjects has been done across disciplines to 
keep up with the multidisciplinary approach. 
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K12–Education
Throughout its journey, Pearson India has been striving to create 
learning material by:

• Inculcating global expertise
• Understanding customer preferences
• Providing diverse learning resources
• Hands-on & interactive teacher solutions

Empowering teachers to make a difference in the classroom

Pearson K12 conducts over 300+ webinars and workshops in schools 
across India to help improve the skill set of teachers. We believe that 
a better skill set of teachers results in a better learning experience for 
students.

Why choose us

K-12 encompasses learning that reflects the world surrounding a growing
child by adapting to their changing time and age.

Every-day, K-12 school teachers based across India are using Pearson
products and services to ignite the interest and imagination of their
students and keep them tethered to learning.

Our K-12 ecosystem is totally customised and 100% mapped
to the curriculum

CBSE  I  ICSE  I  International Boards  I  State Boards

Make Learning Experiential 
For Your Child With 
ActiveApp
World-class interactive learning at the comfort of your home

Steps to download

Features

Go to the Playstore 
(on Android) or App 
Store (on IOS) on  
your device

Search for 
ActiveApp and 
download it

Register and Create 
your account as a New 
User or Sign In as an 
Existing User

Click on the '+' icon and 
enter the code as shared 
by the school or given on 
the inner back cover of 
your textbook

AUDIO VIDEO INTERACTIVITY GAMES ANIMATION SELF-
ASSESSMENT

Available
on For any query contact: 1800 123 463512

Request Support at:  
https://in.pearson.com/Support/contact-support-center.html
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LONGMAN
#LegacyofLongman

Longman, also known as Pearson Longman, is a publishing 
company founded in London, England, in 1724 and is 
owned by Pearson PLC. Longman continues to exist as an 
imprint of Pearson under the name “Pearson Longman” 
and specializes in English with various other titles in 
streams like ELT, Atlas, Humanities and several dictionaries 
in the English language. Longman is now primarily used 
by Pearson’s ELT business (English Language Teaching) 
and forms part of the primary curriculum in all schools 
in China. The Longman Basic English Dictionary contains 
more than 13000 important English words and the 
updated Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English 
also includes close to 300,000 words and phrases of 
contemporary relevance which have become common in 
our day to day usage. There are over 88,000 pronounced 
examples and 1 million additional corpus examples. This 
helps you to focus on the differences between spoken 
and written English.

Longman Dictionary

History and Geography Longman Impressions

Longman AtlasLongman Vistas

CONTENTS
New Releases 2022 12 to 23

elt 26 to 53

scieNce 54 to 59

MatheMatics 60 to 67

coMputeR scieNce 68 to 79

teRM aNd seMesteR seRies 80 to 87

huMaNities aNd social scieNce 88 to 125

test pRepaRatioN 126 to 130
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NEW ARRIVALS

2022
Longman New Images Next Revised .................................12
Longman Comprehensive Grammar & Composition .....14
CISCE Universal Science, Grades 6 to 8 .............................16
Numberline Prime ...............................................................18
The Earth and Us Enriched .................................................20
Nutan Udbhav ......................................................................22
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TESTIMONIALS

uwru m)o

ßiqLrd ds çLrqrhdj.k dh ”kSyh vfr mÙke gSA ;g 
ljy ls dfBu dh vksj tkrh gSA ikBd ds ân; esa 
ftKklk mRiUu djrh gSA fofHkUu xfrfof/k;ksa rFkk 
vH;klksa }kjk f’k{k.k dk;Z dks jkspd vkSj ljy cuk;k 
x;k gS] ftUgsa ns[kdj fon~;kFkhZ i<+us ds fy, rRij Hkh 
gksaxs rFkk i<+krs le; v/;kid dks viuh lgHkkfxrk 
Hkh nsaxsA bl iqLrd esa fon~;kfFkZ;ksa ds Hkkf”kd dkS’ky ds 
fodkl ds fy, tks Hkh lkexzh pkfg,] og iwjh rjg ls 
miyC/k gSA ,d ‘kCn esa] ^loksZÙke* iqLrdAÞ 

ujsaæ dkSj xka/kh
vflLVsaV Mk;jsDVj

lsaV tsfo;j lhfu;j lsdsaMjh Ldwy] paMhx<+

Longman New Images Next

"Guidelines of NEP have been followed 
in right spirit in this series. NEP mainly 
suggests for competency-based 
assessment, provision for experiential 
learning and art integrated activities. It 
also suggests inter-disciplinary approach. 
The series not only covers all of that, but 
also provides opportunities to inculcate 
21st-century skills in learners in an 
effective and efficient way."

Pramod Kumar Sharma
Principal,

Kanha Makhan Millennium School, Mathura

Comprehensive Grammar and 
Composition

"Comprehensive Grammar and 
Composition is a product of Pearson 
which is par excellence. The content can 
be termed as sublime and well organised, 
keeping the needs and demands of NEP 
in mind and sight. The exercises are not 
only self-sufficient, but also amazingly 
interesting. The book is the final 
destination for the student who wants to 
excel and become a master in the arena 
of comprehensive and grammatical skills."

Poonam Singh
 HOD (English),

Jayshree Periwal School, Jaipur

The Earth and Us Enriched 

" The Earth and Us Enriched focuses on 
inculcating environmental awareness 
among children. It is based on the 
guidelines laid down by NCF and 
incorporates recommendations given  
in NEP 2020. By conveying a multi-
disciplinary view of all EVS concepts, this 
book will help the children investigate 
and constructively perceive their ‘own’ 
world as well as the world of ‘others’. 
This book will assertively, productively, 
and emotionally influence the lives of the 
children."

Nikky Jha
Vidya Shree International School, Rohtak

CISCE Universal Science

" Universal Science coursebooks of Grades 
6-8 Science have features, which sets them 
apart from other books. The vocabulary 
used to explain the concepts is simple 
and lucid. It makes the concepts easy 
to comprehend. The examples used to 
elucidate the concepts are age appropriate 
and relate to the maturity level of the pupil. 
The font size makes the content easy to 
read. The contrast of blue and red colours 
used for subtopic headings and keywords 
respectively is a plus. Correlation with 
other subjects, value additions, field visit 
ideas and questions related to content 
beyond the textbook that are included in 
the exercise are prominent features. The 
entire coursebook is well planned which 
will successfully aid in building scientific 
temper." 

Mrs. Manisha Acharya
HOD Science (Chemistry),  

Shri Balaji International School, Malad,  
Maharashtra

NumberLine Prime

"A well written book covering all the 
topics and sub topics properly. In a single 
book, students will be able to sharpen 
their Mental Maths skill. Lab Activities will 
be really useful to the kids to understand 
the concept by learn and play approach 
of teaching. One of the best thing is how 
beautifully interlinking of chapters in 
mathematics has been done with other 
subjects. Real-life connect will really 
help the students to understand the 
application of various chapters in our day 
to day life. Recapitulation with the help 
of Warm Up is very good. Overall a good 
book and highly recommended."

MD Shaukat Ali 
TGT,

Delhi Public School Newtown, Kolkata
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English
Grades 1–8

(CBSE/State Boards)

Longman New Images Next, the revised edition of the ground-breaking blended learning English course from Pearson, has been designed as every creative 
and discerning English teacher’s dream course. The series now comes with refreshed and updated content that gives students an interactive, dynamic 
experience in the classroom and at home through latest technology that allows anytime, anywhere learning.

Blended Learning Solution Components t

Print  
w Class Books w Home Books w Enrichment Readers w Comprehensive Teacher’s Resource Books

Digital  
w ActiveTeach  w ActiveApp  

FOR CLASSROOM USE: 
The multimedia ebook contains animations of stories, poems, plays and grammar concepts to aid in better 
understanding, audios for pronunciation, listening exercises and chapters, interactive activities and exercises 
for engagement, synopsis for recap, worksheets to master and practise grammar, vocabulary and writing, and 
answer keys and Test Generator for the teachers to create question papers for assessments. 

WIDGETS WITH TOOLS FOR ENHANCED TEACHING-LEARNING EXPERIENCE— 
w Spelling Game w Punctuation  w Audio recorder w Calendar 
w Language Lab w Literary Appreciation w Write it Right  w Guess the Saying 

FOR STUDENT’S HOME LEARNING AND USE: 
ActiveApp with animations, audio, interactive games, fun exercises and practice worksheets for reinforcement 
and consolidation of learning

About the Authors

Dr Vasanthi Vasudev has over 35 years 
of multi-dimensional experience in K-12 
education, which began as a teacher of English. 
She is the founder director of Osmosys 
Learning Products and Services, an educational 
consultancy firm. As a specialist in modern 
psycho-pedagogies, Vasanthi has set up 
schools and trained teachers across  
the country.  

Brinda Ramesh, a former senior lecturer 
with the National Council for Educational 
Research and Training (NCERT) is the series 
editor of the course. She has decades of 
experience in teacher training and materials 
development. Currently, she lives in the 
beautiful hill town of Ranikhet and teaches 
English on a voluntary basis. 

MRP Inclusive
of all Taxes `395.00LONGMAN

in.pearson.com
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A comprehensive course in English
REVISED

New
LONGMAN
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For further information, please write to us at schoolmarketing@pearson.com
or call us on our Customer Service Number: 1800 123 463512

Fifth Edition

Longman New Images Next conforms to the latest teaching-learning pedagogies and follows the National Education Policy 
(NEP) 2020 guidelines along with the Comprehensive Life Skills Framework suggested by UNICEF in an effort to help create
a better world for our future generations. To facilitate tracking of the young language learner’s progress, the series now comes 
mapped to the Global Scale of English (GSE), a comprehensive language proficiency scale that makes learning more outcome 
based. (For information on GSE, please visit: https://www.pearson.com/english/about-us/global-scale-of-english.html)

The Class Book, a balanced offering of prose, poetry, drama and comics, offers ample practice in Reading, Writing, Listening 
and Speaking as well as Grammar, Vocabulary, Pronunciation and Punctuation, with additional focus on interdisciplinary 
knowledge, values and life skills, and 21st-century skills to create well-rounded, effective English communicators.

ENHANCED FEATURES
 Improved application of the 8-step pedagogical approach to whole-brain development
 New components: Word Focus, Cross Connect, Projects for differentiated learning, Self and Peer Assessment
 Improved Home Books provide ample practice to students on what they learnt in the class
 Enrichment Readers with a rich selection of literary genres to help develop literary and critical appreciation skills
 Updated set of Comprehensive Teacher’s Resource Books with lesson plans and guidance on effective use of the course 

for better learning outcome
 Upgraded ActiveTeach for teachers with animations, audios, videos, interactive activities, games, differentiated worksheets, 

Language Lab and other useful tools
 ActiveApp with in-built assessments for students to facilitate holistic learning

Dr Vasanthi Vasudev has over 35 years of multi-dimensional experience in K-12 education, which began as a teacher of 
English. She is the founder director of Osmosys Learning Products and Services, an educational consultancy firm. As
a specialist in modern psycho-pedagogies, Vasanthi has set up schools and trained teachers across the country.

Brinda Ramesh, a former senior lecturer with the National Council for Educational Research and Training (NCERT) is the 
series editor of the course. She has decades of experience in teacher training and materials development. Currently, she
lives in the beautiful hill town of Ranikhet and teaches English on a voluntary basis.

Longman New Images Next, the revised edition of the ground-breaking blended learning English course from Pearson, has 
been designed as every creative and discerning English teacher’s dream course. Based on the principles of constructivism, 
the series now comes with refreshed and updated content that gives students an interactive, dynamic experience in the 
classroom and at home through latest technology that allows anytime, anywhere learning.

Print   Class Books    Home Books    Enrichment Readers    Comprehensive Teacher’s Resource Books
Digital    ActiveTeach    ActiveApp

Blended Learning Courseware Components (Grades 1 to 8)
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GSE: 26-35

Longman New Images Next conforms to the latest teaching-learning pedagogies and follows the National Education Policy 
(NEP) 2020 guidelines along with the Comprehensive Life Skills Framework suggested by UNICEF in an effort to help create
a better world for our future generations. To facilitate tracking of the young language learner’s progress, the series now comes 
mapped to the Global Scale of English (GSE), a comprehensive language proficiency scale that makes learning more outcome 
based. (For information on GSE, please visit: https://www.pearson.com/english/about-us/global-scale-of-english.html)

The Class Book, a balanced offering of prose, poetry, drama and comics, offers ample practice in Reading, Writing, Listening 
and Speaking as well as Grammar, Vocabulary, Pronunciation and Punctuation, with additional focus on interdisciplinary 
knowledge, values and life skills, and 21st-century skills to create well-rounded, effective English communicators.

ENHANCED FEATURES
 Improved application of the 8-step pedagogical approach to whole-brain development
 New components: Word Focus, Cross Connect, Projects for differentiated learning, Self and Peer Assessment
 Improved Home Books provide ample practice to students on what they learnt in the class
 Enrichment Readers with a rich selection of literary genres to help develop literary and critical appreciation skills
 Updated set of Comprehensive Teacher’s Resource Books with lesson plans and guidance on effective use of the course 

for better learning outcome
 Upgraded ActiveTeach for teachers with animations, audios, videos, interactive activities, games, differentiated worksheets, 

Language Lab and other useful tools
 ActiveApp with in-built assessments for students to facilitate holistic learning

Dr Vasanthi Vasudev has over 35 years of multi-dimensional experience in K-12 education, which began as a teacher of 
English. She is the founder director of Osmosys Learning Products and Services, an educational consultancy firm. As
a specialist in modern psycho-pedagogies, Vasanthi has set up schools and trained teachers across the country.

Brinda Ramesh, a former senior lecturer with the National Council for Educational Research and Training (NCERT) is the 
series editor of the course. She has decades of experience in teacher training and materials development. Currently, she
lives in the beautiful hill town of Ranikhet and teaches English on a voluntary basis.

Longman New Images Next, the revised edition of the ground-breaking blended learning English course from Pearson, has 
been designed as every creative and discerning English teacher’s dream course. Based on the principles of constructivism, 
the series now comes with refreshed and updated content that gives students an interactive, dynamic experience in the 
classroom and at home through latest technology that allows anytime, anywhere learning.

Print   Class Books    Home Books    Enrichment Readers    Comprehensive Teacher’s Resource Books
Digital    ActiveTeach    ActiveApp
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NEW RELEASE

Imagine encourages expression of imagination through art 

Word Focus explains the meaning of a word chosen from the text in greater detail 

Connect builds an emotional connect with the learner and sets the context for the chapters

Read includes a rich selection of prose, poetry, drama and comics to introduce learners to  
the colourful world of literature 

Create promotes both critical and creative thinking through sections like Word World (for vocabulary), Language Ladder (for 
grammar), Perfect Pronunciation, Listening Power, Talk Time, and Punctuation Points.

Consolidate focuses on enhancing comprehension skills of learners 

Relate through its section Go Beyond aims at developing project skills through activities for left-, right-, and 
whole-brain development 

Cross Connect explains the other meanings of the same word in context of other subjects, thus facilitating interdisciplinary 
knowledge 

Valuate emphasises on inculcating values and life skills in learners in accordance with the Comprehensive Life Skills 
Framework suggested by UNICEF. facilitating interdisciplinary knowledge 

Brainstorm includes while-reading questions to test learners’ understanding of the text and also to initiate discussions in 
class.

Extend encourages imaginative thinking through the Write Away section that provides guided and independent writing 
opportunities 

Reflect encourages logical and critical thinking 

Key Pedagogical Features
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English  
Grades 8–10

(All Boards)

Revised and updated Longman Comprehensive Grammar & Composition is a definitive textbook on the English language designed to familiarise young 
learners with the nuances of English grammar through situations and contexts that are easy to relate to, while preparing them to excel in the language paper in 
their examinations. The book aims at giving the learners a finer sense of the English language while enabling them to develop the ability to express themselves 
accurately, creatively, and effectively.

This revision focusses on making the course more user-friendly with upgraded content and technology that provides anytime anywhere learning opportunity and 
content access to the learners..

Blended Learning Solution Components 
(For Secondary School Students) 

Print
w Textbook
w Teacher’s Book 

Digital
ActiveApp 

FOR STUDENT’S HOME LEARNING AND USE: 

ActiveApp with interactive games, grammar memes, practice 
worksheets and self assessments for reinforcement and 
consolidation of learning.

in.pearson.com  |  http://www.pearsoned.co.in/schoolprc/cgc

About the Authors

With more than three decades of teaching experience, Geeta Sood has been the Head of 
the Department, English, at Somerville School, NOIDA, and has worked there for 22 years. 
She has also been an evaluator with the Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE), for 
classes X and XII.  

Anima Chakraverty is a senior lecturer in English at Isabella Thoburn College (Society). 
She has been teaching for more than four decades and has a large number of academic 
presentations and publications to her credit, with two National Awards for innovative 
practices in teaching and for teaching short stories. 

NEW RELEASE

Composition is designed to nurture and develop creative writing skills. 

Comprehension passages test the literal, inferential and evaluative powers of the learners through an array of 
text—fiction and non-fiction, prose and poetry. 

Grammar Practice has extensive exercises for the learners, alongside references to the pages where additional rules or 
explanations can be found. 

Reference Boxes and an inclusive Index have been included to encourage students to improve  
their referencing skills. 

Vocabulary pages help learners to extend their active and passive vocabulary by 
 introducing them to new words. 

Grammar Study consists of detailed explanations and examples to help learners grasp the functions of  
various grammar concepts. 

Key Pedagogical Features
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Exclusive
ICSE Edition

Science
Grades 6-8 

CISCE

CISCE Universal Science series resonates with the board’s vision of empowering children to contribute towards a humane, just and pluralistic society. Hence, 
these books rest on a thought to make a course that enables the children to be well-prepared and future-ready. It also aims to lead them in a progressive and 
phased manner to derive the full benefit of the content available. The series targets holistic and broad-based learning. The series is neatly aligned with the 
prescribed CISCE syllabus.

The series for 6–8 has the essence of NEP integrated into it and caters to 21st century skills through various pedagogical elements.

About the Authors
 
AUTHOR FOR BIOLOGY

Rupal Oza was associated with S. N. 
Kansagra School, in Rajkot (Gujarat) in 
the capacity of a senior secondary school 
facilitator for ICSE Biology and has been in 
the field of education for over 23 years.

AUTHOR FOR PHYSICS

Sujata Gaikwad, Head of the Department 
of Physics in VIBGYOR HIGH, Kharghar, 
Navi Mumbai has teaching experience of 
22 years.

AUTHOR FOR CHEMISTRY

George Dipanjan Sarkar, an alumnus of 
St. Xavier’s Collegiate School and College, 
Kolkata, has over 13 years of teaching 

experience in CISCE schools.

 Course Components

Print
w Coursebook
w Comprehensive Teachers’ Resource Book

Digital
w The multimedia e-book for classroom use that contains different types of digital assets such as Animations, 
Interactivities, Picture Study, Take Off, Walk Through and Scientific Inquiry to aid in better understanding of 
Science. Widgets with tools for enhanced teaching-learning experience. 

w ActiveApp for student’s home learning and use: with animations, audio, interactive games, fun exercises and 
practice worksheets for reinforcement and consolidation of learning

SOME INTERESTING DIGITAL ASSETS

Accidental Discoveries: Animations to share interesting anecdotes of accidental discoveries
Scientists Videos: Videos on life incidences of various scientists that will inspire learners
Take Off: An activity that sets the context for the topics that are to follow
Walk through: One chapter one glance summary for easy recapitulation
Picture Study: Picture-based exercise that inculcates the power of observation and enthuses interest in learners 
Scientific Inquiry: Scientific worksheets with distinct activity and experiment-based approach for hands-on learning

NEW RELEASE

Investigate: Projects that develop scientific temperament in the learners

Field Visit: Enables learners to observe and explore the application of concepts in diverse areas in real life

Draw and Learn: An activity that enables learners to learn by drawing a diagram

Get It Right!: Word of caution against widespread misconceptions

ExtraOrdinary Minds: Contribution of scientists to the topic being discussed

Science in Action: Contribution of scientists to the topic being discussed

Round-table: Topics for group discussion inside the classroom

Wonderment: Good to know interesting bits of information related to the topic

Science Lexicon: Index of scientific terms at the end of the book

Look-Observe-Interpret: Picture-based questions that refine  the observation skill of learners

Key Pedagogical Features
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Exclusive
ICSE Edition

Mathematics 
Grades 1–8

(CISCE)

NumberLine  Prime 1-8 is a blended-learning course in Mathematics for classes 1 to 8. The series has been perfectly aligned to the latest CISCE curriculum. It 
fulfills the objectives of teaching Mathematics more effectively. The series is based on an extensive feedback from teachers and employs dynamic and innovative 
teaching-learning techniques that stimulate and motivate young students to develop a passion for Mathematics.

 Course Components

Print
w Coursebook 
w Comprehensive Teacher's Resource Book
 

Digital
The digital book is an intuitive and powerful e-learning resource that combines innovative and 
interactive teaching material with the flexibility to introduce the teacher’s own resources—providing the 
teacher with a perfect solution for seamless lesson planning and exciting whole-class teaching.

For Classroom Use: All the pages of the coursebook are converted to a digital format for whiteboard 
use. Engaging animations, captivating videos, video-based tutorials, interesting slideshows, 
differentiated worksheets and a host of interactive activities make it a useful resource for the teachers. 
The Dynamic Question Zone helps the teacher generate question papers at will, with and without 
answers, for various assessment purposes.

The Active Widgets contain interesting mathematics resources such as Virtual Geometry widget that 
provides an online geometry kit for practice. Other widgets are multiplication tables (audio-visual), 
mathematicians, 2D and 3D objects, calculator, audio recorder, stopwatch and videos on real-life 
Maths. The digital book includes one of the gems of our heritage—Vedic Mathematics.

About the Authors

Hira Prasad (1-5) is the principal of Birla High School-
Mukundapur, Kolkata. Being an educator for about 
three decades, implementing non-conventional 
and innovative approach enabled her to captivate 
the dynamic young minds and motivate them to 
have fun with numbers and eradicate the phobia of 
Mathematics by Gamifying the subject. Her pedagogy 
in teaching Mathematics has won her many laurels.

Renu Kaushik (6-8) is a PGT (Mathematics) and has 
been in the field of teaching for more than 25 years. 
She holds M.Sc Mathematics and M.Ed degrees.

Pawan Agarwal (6-8), an alumnus of St. Xaviers, 
Kolkata and St. Joseph College, Darjeeling has 35 
years of experience in teaching Mathematics. He is 
currently associated with St. Helen's Convent, Darjeeling.

CISCE

NumberLine 1-8 is a blended-learning course in Mathema�cs for classes 1 to 8. The series has been perfectly 
aligned to the latest CISCE curriculum. It fulfills the objec�ves of teaching Mathema�cs more effec�vely. The 
series is based on an extensive feedback from teachers and employs dynamic and innova�ve teaching-learning 
techniques that s�mulate and mo�vate young students to develop a passion for Mathema�cs.
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Renu Kaushik is a PGT (Mathema�cs) and has been in the field of teaching for more than 25 years. She holds  
M.Sc Mathema�cs and M.Ed degrees.

Pawan Agarwal, an alumnus of St. Xaviers, Kolkata and St. Joseph College, Darjeeling  has 35 years of 
experience in teaching Mathema�cs. He is currently associated  with St. Helen's Convent, Darjeeling.
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For further information, please write to us at schoolmarketing@pearson.com
or call us on our Customer Service Number: 1800 123 463512 
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Hira PrasadHira Prasad

CISCE
CISCE

NumberLine 1-8 is a blended-learning course in Mathema�cs for classes 1 to 8. The series has been perfectly 
aligned to the latest CISCE curriculum. It fulfills the objec�ves of teaching Mathema�cs more effec�vely. The 
series is based on an extensive feedback from teachers and employs dynamic and innova�ve teaching-learning 
techniques that s�mulate and mo�vate young students to develop a passion for Mathema�cs.
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Hira Prasad is the founder Headmistress of Birla High School-Mukundapur, Kolkata. Being an educator for 
about three decades, implemen�ng non-conven�onal and innova�ve approach enabled her to cap�vate the 
dynamic young minds and mo�vate them to have fun with numbers and eradicate the phobia of Mathema�cs 
by Gamifying the subject. Her pedagogy in teaching Mathema�cs has won her many laurels.
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NEW RELEASE

Mental Maths enhances the mental agility of the students in terms of logic and speed.

Think and Answer encourages the students to wear their thinking caps and enhance logical thinking and 
reasoning skills.

Warm Up introduces the concepts in an interesting way or refreshes the concepts learnt earlier.

Lab Activity facilitates hands-on learning and consolidation of mathematical concepts.

Project-Based Learning (1–5) enables the students to acquire a deeper knowledge through active exploration of 
real-world challenges and problems.

Focus Olympiad contains graded MCQs based on OLYMPIADS standards which
help the students to trigger thinking and reasoning skills beyond the level of classroom learning.

Life Skills & Values contains topics/situations in alignment with NEP 2020 to help students grow as a responsible citizen.

Create and Ask focuses on exploring, observing and inventing. This enables the students to construct their knowledge with 
a given impetus.

Maths Zinger breaks the monotony and add the fun element to make the class fun-filled.

Key Pedagogical Features
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EVS 
For Classes 1−5

The Earth and Us Enriched 1-5, a primary Environmental Studies course, is aligned with latest NEP guidelines and features United Nations 17 interlinked 
Sustainable Development Goals as a widget on the digital platform. The series aims to raise awareness about several environmental concerns and how we can 
contribute to save our planet. With the amalgamation of print and digital resources, the series incorporates Art Integrated Learning (AIL), health and fitness and 
India's culture, traditions and diversity in its pedagogy.

Digital
The digital pedagogical elements of the series make learning 
playful, interactive, engaging and efficient, hence, promoting 
and contributing to the Digital India Campaign.

 Course Components

Print
w Coursebook and Comprehensive 
Teacher’s Resource Book

About the Authors
Kavita Nayyar Sood carries nearly 
four decades of experience in the 
field of education. Presently, she is 
the Principal of The Indo British Sr. 
Sec. School, Patiala. She also trains 
people on life skills, classroom 
management and leadership.

Meenu Mehra has a vast teaching 
experience of over 18 years. 
During her tenure, she was 
associated with a prestigious 
school and taught at the primary 
and middle school levels.
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FOR STUDENT’S HOME LEARNING AND USE:

ActiveApp, a tool that supports the learners and teachers with 
plethora of digital resources for anytime, anywhere learning.
 
FOR CLASSROOM USE: 

School Support Material (Teacher's build), a digital platform 
to support teachers with varied digital resources to facilitate 
better teaching-learning processes to counter the challenges 
of present-day educational needs. It has an ebook which contains audio-visual aids such as animations and videos which 
help in better understanding. Interactive activities, Games, Worksheets and Picture studies are provided to make assessment 
interactive and engaging while serving as a practice source. The Dynamic Question Bank is provided for the teachers to create 
question papers for assessment and evaluation. 
Widgets such as UN Sustainable Development Goals and Space Exploration are provided with a variety of tools such as audio 
recorder, calendar, for enhanced teaching-learning experience.

 z  Aligned with the recommendations of the NEP 2020 
and features unique art forms of India on the covers 
of grades 1 to 5. These art forms emphasise their 
deep relationship with nature, animals, plants and 
people. They also show the rich culture of India.

 z  An amalgamation of the concepts of environmental 
studies, 21st-century skills, life skills, effective 
blended-learning pedagogy and offers engaging and 
interactive assessments.

 z  Incorporates United Nations 17 interlinked 
Sustainable Development Goals as a widget in the 
teacher’s build as well as student’s app

Key Highlights

NEW RELEASE

ACQUIRE

Knowing is Fun: Interesting trivia related to a topic that takes learning beyond coursebook

Art Special: Special pages that promote Art-Integrated Learning while focusing on Indian art, culture and tradition, in accordance 
with NEP guidelines

Fitness Special: Special pages on health and fitness promoting the importance of physical activity and sports in daily life; in 
accordance with Fit India Movement

ASSESS

Starting Point: Warm-up activities for setting the pace for the chapter with special focus on Art Integrated Learning 

Quick Question: HOTS-based questions to keep learners engaged and build their curiosity

Picture Study: Picture-based questions to hone the observation skills of the learners

ASPIRE

Cross-Connect: Enables the learners to understand interconnection between different subjects

I Can Make a Difference: Activities that nurture 21st century/value and life skills of the learners

My Corner: An innovative concept which reiterates the important elements of a chapter using rhymes/lyrics/riddles

Key Pedagogical Features
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fganh  

d{kk 1&8

¼lhch,lÃ½

in.pearson.com  |  http://pearsoned.co.in/schoolprc/udbhav

^uwru mn~Hko* iqLrd Üka[̀kyk jk"Vªh; f'k{kk uhfr] 2020 ds fofo/k&vewY; lq>koksa] NCERT 
}kjk fn, x, fn'kk&funsZ'kksa ds vuq:i fufeZr gSA iqLrd Üka[̀kyk esa fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds O;fäRo ds 
lokaZxh.k fodkl gsrq lkfgR; dh fofo/k fo/kkvksa esa Kkuijd vkSj lelkef;d fo"k;ksa dh jkspd 
çLrqfr rFkk l`tukRed xfrfof/k;k¡ lekfgr gSaA bl Üka[̀kyk esa fo|kfFkZ;ksa dks ,slk eap nsus dk 
ç;kl fd;k x;k gS fd os vkRefuHkZj cudj fo'ys"k.kkRed lksp dh n{krk gkfly dj ldsaxs] 
LoewY;kadu dj lh[kus ds çfrQy dh {kerk dks igpku ldsaxsA

 ikB~;Øe ?kVd
eqfær vkSj fMftVy

eqfnzr iqLrd dh foy{k.krk,¡
z	̂uwru mn~Hko* iqLrd Üka[̀kyk esa uohu f'k{kk i)fr;ksa ds fofHkUu Lrjksa] tSls& Kku] le>] 

vuqç;ksx] fo'ys"k.k] ewY;kadu ,oa l`tukRedrk ij vk/kkfjr fofo/k vH;kl ç'uksa dks 
lfEefyr fd;k x;k gSA 

z lelkef;d] O;kogkfjd] çklafxd fo"k;ksa dk lekos'k
z fu/kkZfjr ekud orZuh ij vk/kkfjr
z cgqjaxh fp=ksa] fp= dFkkvksa] igsfy;ksa vkfn dk lekos'k 
z fo"k;oLrq ds xzká vkSj ljyhdj.k gsrq ifBr&vifBr cks/k] dYiuk] fopkj] vuqeku vkfn 

l`tukRedrk dk lekos'k rFkk vfrfjä iBu
z fo"k;oLrq ls lacaf/kr uohu jkspd rF;ksa dk lekos'k
z Nk=ksa dh xzká {kerk dks laof/kZr djus vkSj tk¡pus ds fy, fofo/k vH;kl vkSj jpukRed 

xfrfof/k;ksa dk lekos'k
z fopkj'kfä] lekykspukRed –f"Vdks.k dk foLrkj] xgu v/;;u laca/kh cgqoSdfYid ç'u

z voyksdu {kerk dk foLrkj vkSj LokuqHko lk>k djuk] ljy vkSj lqcks/k O;kdjf.kd vH;kl
z f'k{kd lgk;d lanf'kZdk esa foLrkfjr ikB ;kstuk] ikB&iBu ds lksiku vkfn

fMftVy

fMftVy f'k{kk ds çfr tkx:d –f"Vdks.k
z	ikB rFkk O;kdjf.kd lgfo"k; ij vk/kkfjr ,uhes'ku
z Jo.k dkS'ky ds fy, v‚fM;ks ,oa cks/kxE; vH;kl i=
z 'kCnkFkZ ds v‚fM;ks
z vifBr x|ka'k-i|ka'k ,oa muds dk;Zi=d
z mÙkjiqfLrdk
z Hkkf"kd [ksy
z ikB ij vk/kkfjr vH;kl i=
z baVjSfDVo ,fDVfoVht¼laoknkRed xfrfof/k;k¡½
z MhD;wch¼fMftVy DoS'pu cSad½ esa ikB ls lacaf/kr ç'uksÙkj¼fyf[kr vkSj O;kdjf.kd½

ys[kd ifjp;
M‚- vuqjk/kkM‚- vuqjk/kk& lsokfuo`Ùk fganh foHkkxk/;{k ljnkj iVsy fo|ky; eas 38 o"kksaZ dk v/;kiu  
vuqHko; lu~ 2006 esa ^fganh lkfgR; vdkneh* rFkk ^fganh f'k{kd Hkw"k.k* lEeku ls lEekfur; 
fofHkUu fo|ky;ksa rFkk laLFkkvksa esa fo'ks"kK ds :i esa v/;kidksa ds fy, vusd dk;Z'kkykvksa  
dk vk;kstu ¼fganh f'k{k.k ls tqM+h leL;kvksa] ubZ 'kSfy;ksa] Hkk"kk&[ksyksa dh ppkZ vkfn½;  
^loZf'k{kk vfHk;ku* ds varxZr f'k{kdksa dks çf'kf{kr djuk; laiknu] ys[ku] 'kks/kdk;Z] çf'k{k.k 

vkfn dk;ksaZ esa yxkrkj lfØ;A

çFke laLdj.k

^iBu ls iwoZiBu ls iwoZ* esa fo’k;oLrq ds çfr ftKklk mRié djrs gq, fofo/k xfrfof/k;k¡ lfEefyr dh xbZ gSaA tks Nk=ksa dks Kkr ls vKkr dh vksj ys tkrh gSaA

^D;k le>k] D;k tkukD;k le>k] D;k tkuk* “kh’kZd esa ikB i<+rs le; dh fujarjrk ds e/; Nk=ksa ds vFkZxzg.k dkS”ky dks ij[kus gsrq ekSf[kd ç'u iwNs x, gSaA

^u;k fujkyku;k fujkyk* esa ikB ls lacaf/kr tkus&vutkus jkspd rF; fn, x, gSaA

^dqN dgsa] dqN fy[ksadqN dgsa] dqN fy[ksa* esa ekSf[kd@fyf[kr rFkk ^Lo;a dks ij[ksaLo;a dks ij[ksa* esa cgqoSdfYid ç'u fn, x, gSaA

^fopkj vkids*] ^l̀tu dh vksj*fopkj vkids*] ^l̀tu dh vksj* rFkk ^dqN ge djsa] dqN vkidqN ge djsa] dqN vki* LraHk ds varxZr Nk=ksa dh jpukRed vkSj l̀tukRed çfrHkk dks vfHkO;fä ds volj feysaxsA

^le>ks vkSj djksle>ks vkSj djks* esa Nk= vifBr va'k ds fofHké :iksa dk KkuktZu dj ç'uksa dks gy djus dh fofo/k rduhd ls ifjfpr gksaxsA

^ckr Hkk"kk dhckr Hkk"kk dh* esa ljy vkSj jkspd 'kSyh esa O;kdjf.kd ç'u fn, x, gSaA

^dqN djus dksdqN djus dks* esa Nk=ksa dh ftKklq çòfÙk dks mfpr ekxZn'kZu fn;k x;k gSA

^geus D;k lh[kk] D;k tkukgeus D;k lh[kk] D;k tkuk* esa Nk= lh[kus ds çfrQy dk LoewY;kadu dj ldsaxsA

^”kCnksa ls nksLrh”kCnksa ls nksLrh* LraHk esa dfBu “kCnksa ds vFkZ ¼vko”;drkuqlkj fp=½ fn, x, gSa] tks Nk=ksa ds “kCn HkaMkj esa òf) djsaxsA
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Ace

Aster
For a strong base in English

with

English
Grades 1–8

(CBSE)

Ace with Aster (Grades 1-8) comprises a coursebook, a practice book, a literature reader and a teacher's resource book. The course is aligned to the CBSE 
curriculum and addresses the growing needs of learners to acquire mastery over the English language. The course also enables learners to be well-prepared and 
future ready. 

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook, Practice Book, Literature 
Reader and Comprehensive Teacher's 
Resource Book

Digital
ActiveApp for students learners 
 
In-class teacher build: Chapter Audio 
| Listening Audio | Glossary Audio | 
Phonics Audio Games | Zoom Family | 
Interactive Activities | Quick Questions | 
While-reading Questions  | Differentiated 
Worksheets | Concept Animation | 
Chapter Animation | Videos (V)  |  
Video Worksheets (VW) | Answer Keys

About the Authors
Lalitha Eapen (Coursebooks 1-8): Former Professor of English Language Education, English and Foreign 
Languages University (EFLU), Hyderabad 
 
Stanzin Dawa (Coursebooks 1-2): Principal, Lamdon School, Leh 
 
Neelam Tahlan (Coursebooks 3-5): HOD (English), Lawrence School, Sanawar 
 
Tara Chadha (Coursebooks 6-8): Former Reader, Shyama Prasad Mukherji College, University of Delhi 
 
Hemalatha Nagarajan (Practice Books 1-8): Professor, English and Foreign Languages University (EFLU), 
Hyderabad 
 
Inderpreet Kaur (Literature Readers 1-8): Academic Coordinator, Bhartiya Vidya Bhavan SL School, Amritsar 

z A variety of interesting text selections

z Mapped to the CBSE themes

z Aimed at inculcating 21st century skills in learners

z A blended product with an all -new digital platform

Key Highlights

Language Lab: Comprises listening and speaking exercises to hone the communcation skills of learners.

21st century skills

Question tagged with
Critical thinking  I  Collaboration  I  Communication  I  Creativity  I  Life skills  I  Literacy skills

A poster at the end of the coursebook details the above

Word Wonder: Contextual vocabulary with interesting exercise formats that include mind maps, infographics, dialogues, 
etc.

Pre-reading Page: Comprises the learning outcomes, warm-up, digital desk, and the cross curricular connection.

Phonics: Exercises to hone the pronunciation skills

Learn About Language: Graded grammar content explained step by step with ample reinforcement.

Key Pedagogical Features
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English 
For Classes 1−8

(CBSE/State Boards)

New English Carnival is a simple language course designed to engage the learners and empower them to use the English language fluently and accurately in 
all situations. The course helps learners acquire the basic skills of language—listening, reading, speaking and writing, besides social and emotional skills for 
effective communication. Through easy but thoughtful activities, it motivates learners to think critically and creatively. Familiar contexts encourage them to 
apply their learning in real-life communicative situations.

Digital
New English Carnival Digital is an engaging fun-learning platform for classroom use with 
enhanced multimedia ebook for the teachers and ActiveApp for the students.

 Course Components

Print
w Coursebook w Practice Book 
w Supplementary Reader
w Comprehensive Teacher's Resource Book

About the Authors
Balwinder Deol – former Senior School 
Coordinator and HOD English at Mount  
St. Mary's School, Delhi

Ashoo Kalra – former Vice Principal and 
Dean of Academics at Delhi Public School, 
Varanasi

Hema Srivastava – an educationist with 
over twenty years of experience

Kavita Nayyar Sood – Principal at Indo 
British School, Nabha

FOR CLASSROOM USE:

The multimedia ebook contains animations of stories, poems, plays and grammar concepts to aid in better 
understanding, audios for pronunciation, listening exercises and chapters,  interactive activities and exercises for 
engagement, synopsis for recap, worksheets to master and practise grammar, vocabulary and writing, and answer 
keys and Test Generator for the teachers to create question papers for assessments.

Widgets with tools for enhanced teaching-learning experience—Audio 
recorder, Calendar, Language Lab, Write it Right, Guess the Saying 
puzzle are also available.
 
FOR STUDENT’S HOME LEARNING AND USE: 

ActiveApp with animations, audio, interactive games, fun exercises and 
practice worksheets for reinforcement and consolidation of learning For StudentsFor Teachers

New and 
exciting range 

of reading texts – 
comics, stories, plays, 

poems; fiction and 
non-fiction

Pre-reading further sub-divided into Collect, Communicate and Celebrate, includes engaging fun activities to set the 
context for the lesson and capture the interest of readers

Tune-in and Talk includes phonic drills, listening comprehension activities, guided and independent speaking 
activities to build confidence in learners to use language effectively

Comprehension Cart has structured exercises for developing literal, inferential and extrapolative 
comprehension skills in learners

Word Wall enriches vocabulary through graded word-building exercises in multiple formats

Grammar Gala has well-graded grammar activities to equip learners with language structures and their usage

Study Stall provides ample practice in dictionary skills, spellings and punctuation

Value Wheel covers value education and sensitises learners towards the right conduct and also helps impart life skills

Writing Ring has different types of guided and independent writing tasks to help learners express themselves creatively

Do You Know? helps to add to the knowledge bank of the students by giving additional information about 
the topic

Activity Area has tasks that involve research, further reading, games and creativity

Key Pedagogical Features
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English
Grades 1-8
(All Boards)

English at your fingertips

My New Canvas is a series of coursebooks, practice books and literature readers for classes 1-8 that aims at making the learner's journey of understanding the 
nuances of the English language a holistic experience.

My New Canvas follows an all-inclusive formula with a balanced focus on skill-based, activity-based, application-based, interactive approach in the teaching and 
learning of English in classrooms. 
 

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook, Practice Book, Literature Reader and 
Comprehensive Teacher's Resource Book.

Digital
ActiveApp for students 
 
In-class teacher build: Chapter Audio | Listening Audio | Glossary Audio 
| Phonics Audio | Games | Zoom Family | Interactive Activities | Quick 
Questions | While-reading Questions | Differentiated Worksheets 
Concept Animation | Chapter Animation | Videos (V) | Video Worksheets 
(VW) | Answer Keys 

About the Series Editor
Sanjay Khati is the Head of Department (English), Director of 
Cultural Activities and Coordinator of Outbound Programmes 
with Mayo College, Ajmer.

 z Multi-skills, activity-based and learner-centric approach

 z Encourages collaborative and experiential learnin

 z Thematically organised selections and lesson unit

 z A blended product with an all-new digital platform

Key Highlights

Text Selection: Represent the best of world literature and Indian writing in English.

Phonics: Exercises to hone pronunciation skills

Theme Pages: Prepare the learner for the major topics to be taught in the chapters.

Listening and Speaking: Comprises listening and speaking exercises to hone the communication skills of learners.

Grammar: Graded grammar content explained step by step with ample reinforcement.

Vocabulary: Contextual vocabulary with interesting exercise formats.

Brush Up Pages: Include fun activities and multi-skill projects.

Key Pedagogical Features
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English
Grades 1–8

(CBSE)

A comprehensive blended language course, developed in collaboration with some of the finest practising English teachers of the country, it provides a brand new 
framework for engaging the learners in exciting and challenging ways to acquire age-appropriate language skills. It aims to cater to the needs of different kinds of 
learners, developing their skills to navigate real-life situations and to ensure that they are future-ready. The series includes the latest learning indicators prescribed 
by NCERT to help learners achieve proficiency in language skills.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook, Skill Book, Literature Reader, Comprehensive Teacher’s 
Resource Book

Digital
A blended learning solution that combines a pedagogically sound course 
with innovative teaching and learning resources − seamlessly integrating 
technology with the textbooks to ensure effective learning in a learner-
friendly classroom environment. ActiveApp for students provides 
resources for them to practise and revise the classroom lessons.

About the Authors
Santhini Govindan (award-winning writer of children’s literature)
Rohini Jyoti (Bluebells School International, New Delhi)
Neelam Sanwalka (ELT expert and teacher trainer)
Julie Varghese (St Columba’s School, New Delhi)
Lesley Young (City Montessori School, Lucknow) 

Includes latest learning indicators prescribed by the NCERT to help learners
achieve the skills of listening and speaking, reading, writing, grammar and vocabulary .

Interesting text selections to enrich the reading experience of learners and also
inculcate an appreciation for good literature.

All learning outcomes explained at the beginning of the book to help steer
teaching towards the desired objectives.

The series aims at developing essential language skills and making learners future-ready.

Skill Books for extra practice and Literature Readers for reading for pleasure.

A unique blended learning solution − Active Teach − provides additional resources for  
both teachers and learners.

Self-assessment and proficiency statements for learners to ensure that they are aware of their skill levels at each stage.

Key Pedagogical Features
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Magic Strokes is an 8-grade modular course for the teaching of English that aims at developing language skills in a focused manner. A board-inclusive product, 
the course is aligned to GSE (Global Scale of English) developed by Pearson that measures language proficiency more comprehensively than the CEFR. Modern 
psycho-pedagogy, Constructivism, which forms the basis of its learning experiences makes the course appealing to all learning styles and preferences.

 Course Components

Print
Arch for Listening and Speaking
Apex for Reading and Vocabulary
Ascent for Grammar and Writing

Digital
 z A blended learning solution that combines  pedagogically sound 

course with innovative teaching and learning resources
 z Enhanced Language Lab for teachers
 z ActiveApp for students provides resources for them to practise 

and revise the classroom lessons.

English  
Classes 1-8

(CBSE/State boards)

About the Author
Dr Vasanthi Vasudev has 35 years of multi-dimensional experience in K-12 
education which began as a teacher of English. Formerly Principal of Sir 
Sivaswami Kalalaya Senior Secondary School, Chennai, and Co-Founder and 
Academic Director of APL Global School, Chennai, Vasanthi is the Founder 
Director of Osmosys Learning Products and Services, an educational 
consultancy firm. As a specialist in modern psycho-pedagogies, Vasanthi has set 
up schools and trained teachers across the country. She is also the author of a 
successful ELT series New Images.

Key Pedagogical Features

Express is the third constructivist step in which the learners, after completing the Observe step, are expected to do 
activities to enhance their learning.

Observe and Express is the overlap between the two constructivist steps where multi-sensorial inputs are given 
to elicit multi-sensorial responses, providing ample scope for satisfying the learning style and preferences of all learners.

Experience is the first constructivist step. It includes three sub-steps: Vision, Imagine and Experience. This section sets the 
context for the chapter.

Scaffolding has been used as a tool to teach skills.The course utilises one skill to scaffold the other.

Integrate is the last step in constructivism which
contains TOLL (Transfer of Language Learning) activities. This section is aimed at consolidationof all the skills learnt in the chapter.

Observe is the second constructivist step. It contains text supported by colourful visuals.
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English Readers  
Primers A and B, 1−8

Revised Impressions is a delightful series of readers for learners from kindergarten to middle school. A learner-centric, literature-based series, it aims 
to create an environment that helps cultivate their imagination and ignites in them the thirst for reading. The series comprises a delightful anthology of 
poems, stories, essays and plays from renowned authors around the world, introducing the learner to various cultures, lifestyles and styles of writing. 
Taking a holistic approach to learning, the series focuses on values and encourages learners to be responsible towards their environment and country.

The course covers requirements of the latest CISCE syllabus.

Digital
Revised Impressions Digital is an engaging fun-learning platform for classroom use with 
enhanced multimedia ebook for the teachers and ActiveApp for the students. 
 
The multimedia ebook contains animations of stories, poems, plays and grammar concepts to aid in better 
understanding, audios for developing pronunciation and oral-aural skills, interactive activities and exercises, 
synopsis of chapters, worksheets to master and practise grammar, vocabulary and writing, and answer keys and 
Test Generator for the teachers to create question papers for various assessments.

Widgets with tools for enhanced teaching-learning experience—voice recorder, calendar, language lab, Writing 
tool for creative compositions, puzzles, Aural Worksheet are also available. 

For Student’s home learning and use: 

ActiveApp for reinforcement and consolidation of 
learning contains:
§ Chapter Animations § Concept Animations 
§ Chapter Audio § Listening Audio § Phonic Drills 
§ Games § Practice Worksheets

 Course Components

Print
Readers w Comprehensive Teacher's 
Resource Books

About the Authors
Supriya Bhattacharya, former senior 
teacher with Modern High School, Kolkata, 
has been a seasoned teacher and educator 
for over four decades.

Madhumita Seal, Principal, Mahadevi Birla 
Shishu Vihar, has been an educator for 
more than twenty years. 

Aditi Chakraborty, Principal, St Jude’s 
High School, Kolkata, has over twenty years 
of teaching experience.

For students For Teachers

Covers literary 
works of 100 

renowned authors!

Comprehension has varied questions and exercises that range from the traditional recall of information to descriptive, 
inferential and extrapolative 

Word Wise helps to build new vocabulary drawn from the lesson as well as dictionary referencing skills

Warm Up provides a starting point for teachers to introduce the lesson and motivate learners

Language in Use covers well-graded grammar activities to equip learners with the basics of the correct structure 
and use of language

Activity provides opportunities to extend their learning and relate it to everyday life

Express develops correct pronunciation skills and intonation to express oneself clearly

Create has varied writing tasks that provide opportunities to learners to express themselves imaginatively, creatively  
and purposefully

Word Power gives meanings of difficult words and phrases in the context in which they are used and explains 
references to unfamiliar places and names in the text

Key Pedagogical Features
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English  
Classes 1–8

(CISCE curriculum)

New Aster Advanced (Grades 1-8) consists of coursebooks, practice books and comprehensive teacher's resource books, along with a strong digital platform 
and a home app. The course has been revised to suit the curriculum prescribed by the CISCE board. The course aims at addressing the growing need of 
learners to acquire mastery over the English language and enable learners to be well-prepared and future ready.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook, Practice Book, Comprehensive 
Teacher's Resource Book 

Digital
ActiveApp for students 
 
In-class teacher build: Chapter Opening (CO) | 
Chapter audio | Listening audio | Glossary audio 
| Word Animation (A) | Phonics audio | Games 
(G) | Grammar Game (GG) | Grammar Chart 
(GC) | 
Synopsis (S) | Zoom Family (ZF) | Interactive 
Activities (IA) | Quick questions(Q) | While-
reading Questions (Q+) | Worksheets (W) | 
Differentiated Worksheets (DW) | Concept 
animation (A) | Chapter animation (A+) | Videos 
| Video Worksheets (VW) | Answer Key (AK)

About the Authors
Dr Lalitha Eapen has been a guest lecturer at Boston University, Massachusetts and Asst. Professor, Reader 
and Professor of English Language Education at the Centre of English Studies, Hyderabad. 
Mini Joseph is a Fulbright Scholar, Consultant, Trainer at British Council Kolkata. She has also published 
papers on classroom teaching on education and on communication. 
Tara Chadha, formerly Reader in English at Shyama Prasad Mukherji College, University of Delhi has been  
associated with SCERT, NCERT, IGNOU, NIOS, and several other bodies in the field of English Language 
Teaching. 
Anne Dias has more than 24 years of extensive experience in school operations, curriculum development 
and implementation and teacher training. 
Hemalatha Nagarajan is a professor in the Department of Linguistics and Contemporary English at EFL 
University, Hyderabad. She has been a teacher, researcher and an ELT practitioner for almost 30 years.

z    Completely aligned to the Reading List suggested by ICSE
z	Mapped to the latest ICSE themes
z	Aimed at inculcating 21st century skills in learners
z	A blended product with an all-new digital platform

Key Highlights

Exclusive
ICSE Edition

Pre-reading page:
Comprises learning outcomes, warm-up and cross-curricular connection.

Learn About Language:
Graded grammar content explained step by step with simple reinforcement.

21st century skills

Question tagged with
Critical thinking  I  Collaboration  I  Communication  I  Creativity  I  Life skills  I  Literacy skills

Language Lab:
Comprises listening and speakinng excercise to hone the communication skills of learners

Phonics:
Excercise to hone pronunciation skills

Word Wonder:
Contextual vocabulary with interesting excercise formats

Key Pedagogical Features
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The Lighthouse Series, designed on the basis of the new ICSE syllabus, is a set of coursebooks for grades 1 to 8. The series guides the learner into learning 
language through the study of literature. Each coursebook takes a progressive approach to learning, with the chapters broken up into three levels of learning: 
elementary, intermediate, and advanced. The series features a set of challenging and exciting texts from a wide range of literary genres, periods, and forms, 
followed by a range of activities and exercises that enable learning in the areas of comprehension, vocabulary, listening and speaking, grammar usage, and 
writing. The coursebooks are supplemented by practice books that provide sufficient material to reinforce the learning from the coursebooks.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook, Practice book, Comprehensive Teacher’s Resource 
Book

Digital
A blended learning solution that combines a pedagogically sound 
course with innovative teaching and learning resources and 
seamlessly integrates technology with each coursebook to ensure 
effective learning. ActiveApp for students provide resources for 
them to practise and revise concepts learnt in the classroom.

About the Consultanat Editors
Dr. Meenakshi Malhotra brings to the series her 
extensive experience and enriching world view. 
She is Associate Professor, Department of English, 
at Hansraj College, University of Delhi. Gender studies and curriculum 
development are areas of special interest for her.

Dr. N. P. Ashley is Assistant Professor of English at St. Stephen’s College, Delhi. 
An educationist who has consulted with schools in India and the UAE, he is 
deeply interested in the social content of education and theatre as a domain 
of pedagogy in the learning and teaching of English. Ashley is a socio-political 
commentator and translator, with international academic projects to his credit.

Each coursebook has been written by currently practising teachers based in 
schools in India and abroad.

English  
Classes 1-8

(ICSE)

Mapped to upgraded and comprehensive curricula.

Emphasis on development of Listening and Speaking Skills with defined outcomes, with enhanced digital support.

An inclusive and diverse collection of literature from India and around the world-a
variety of genres and forms, new and original content alongside literary classics.

Special section in each lesson to expose students to more textual forms from everyday life, linking language usage to real-
life.

Practice Books for extra practice

Three levels of comprehension exercises help students to recall information, reflect on
the text and develop their skills of literary appreciation and analysis.

Texts that create awareness about contemporary social issues and generate discussion in the classroom.

Key Pedagogical FeaturesExclusive
ICSE Edition
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English Grammar
For Classes 1−8

(All Boards)

Revised Tune in to Grammar presents a systematic and step-wise strategy for approaching grammar at any grade. The series presents grammar rules 
lucidly and leads the learner to assimilate and apply them to communication in everyday life. 

The learner is introduced to the concept with a warm-up and lead through clearly demarcated stages of acquiring proficiency in grammar. The culmination 
of a chapter corresponds to the learner being able to use the language in games, projects, activities and a wide range of situations which involve working 
individually or in groups.

 Course Components

Print
Grammar books w Comprehensive Teacher's Resource Books

Digital
Revised Tune in to Grammar Digital is an engaging 
fun-learning platform for classroom use with enhanced 
multimedia ebook for the teachers and ActiveApp for the 
students.

About the Authors
Swarna Joshua is a seasoned educator and has decades of 
teaching experience.

RupIekha Sengupta has been a teacher at South Point 
High School, Kolkata, for twenty-five years.

What's new and unique?
 z A diagnostic test at the beginning of each 

grade to ascertain the learning level of 
the learners. 

 z Interactive warm up that bridges the 
gap between existing knowledge and the knowledge that the 
learner will acquire. 

 z Activity enhanced to cover all four skills–listening, speaking, 
reading and writing, to make learning grammar more 
functional and effective. 

 z Digitally enhanced learning with a variety of digital aids in a 
multimedia e-book format. The aids include comprehensive 
videos on grammar concepts, visually stimulating animations, 
worksheets for additional practice and games. 

For students

Now with Digital 
resources!

Activity integrates the learning in the chapter in the form of engaging individual, pair or group work. Listening, Speaking, Reading 
and Writing are blended with the activities to enable the learners to understand the function of grammar

Know presents the concepts with examples and suitably graded explanations

Did you know! gives interesting snippets of information about the grammar topics

Do you Remember? are diagnostic tests at the beginning of each book that help the teachers ascertain the 
level of the learners and direct the learning to various key aspects of grammar 

Practise consists of extensive exercises in a variety of formats for practice 

Learn contains exercises that are the first level of understanding and practice

Notes provides important tips and information

Keep in Mind helps learners remember key points when attempting the exercises

Bridge helps the learner enter the learning sphere and bridge the gap between existing knowledge 
and the knowledge to be acquired 

Key Pedagogical Features
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English
Classes 1–8

(ICSE, CBSE, State Boards)

GRAMMAR  AND COMPOSITION  S KILLS

Grammar, with its sets of rules and structures, forms an indispensable cornerstone of language learning. Climb with Cornerstone: Grammar and Composition 
Skills for 1 to 8 teaches grammar in day-to-day contexts. The revised edition comes with upgraded grammar exercises, vocabulary pages, conversation practice, 
composition tasks and comprehension passages. 

 Course Components

Print
Grammar Books, Comprehensive Teacher's 
Resource Books

Digital
ActiveApp and In class teacher build 
with all-new, exciting digital features and 
applications like flashcards, grammar 
games, animations, interactive activities, 
worksheets and much more.

About the Authors
Brinda Ramesh (Grades 1 to 3): Former senior lecturer with the NCERT.
 
Andre LeFevre (Grades 4 to 5): Has more than 25 years of experience in teaching the English language. 
 
Ruplekha Sengupta (Grades 6 to 8): Has been a teacher with the Faculty of English at South Point High 
School, Kolkata, for 25 years.
 
Nupur Ghosh (Grades 6 to 8): Has been the Vice Principal of Mahadevi Birla World Academy, Kolkata.
 
G Rajagopal (Series Editor): Former professor at the Department of ESL Studies in English and Foreign 
Languages University (EFLU), Hyderabad

 z Functional Approach

 z Good Gradation

 z Comic Corner

 z Revision Papers
 z Craft Corner

Key Highlights

CONCEPT CHECK: Test papers for revision (with self-assessment) are available.

CRAFT CORNER: Grammar-based projects for experiential and application-based learning available.

FUNCTIONAL APPROACH: Focuses on how the language is used on day-to-day basis.

HOMEWORK ICON: Some excercises in each grammar chapter are marked with the Homework icon. These 
excercises are to be attempted at home by a learner.

GO DIGITAL: Comes with an ActiveApp and ActiveTeach with all-new, exciting digital features.

COMICS: Grammar and vocabulary based comics to merge fun with learning

Key Pedagogical Features
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English  
Grades 1–8
(All Boards)

Longman Reading Comprehension and Composition is a contemporary course designed to develop and sharpen reading and writing skills. 

The series is enriched with texts of contemporary relevance and style as well as time-tested classics. The selections include extracts from the works of Dr APJ 
Abdul Kalam; biographies of icons such as Nelson Mandela, Mother Teresa, Pandit Ravi Shankar and Steve Irwin; folktales from the Asian subcontinent; works of 
Lewis Carroll, Charles Dickens, Charlotte Bronte, William Blake, Alexandre Dumas and R L Stevenson as well as Sarojini Naidu, Rabindranath Tagore, Ruskin Bond, 
Kamala Das, Gieve Patel and Keki N Daruwalla among others.

The texts are explored through comprehension questions designed to engage the students and develop their reading skills of skimming, scanning, predicting, 
analysing, inferring and extrapolating ideas from the text. The composition section provides graded and guided support for a variety of writing tasks covering 
formal and informal styles and producing a wide range of text types.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook & Teacher’s Books

Digital
Teacher’s CD-ROM

About the Authors
D A Tressler is a materials developer and well-known author and has taught in various capacities, with 
distinction, for over 30 years. She is presently Director, Schools, Lott Carey Baptist Mission in India.

Ratna Dhar is a materials developer and author. She has been teaching English for over 20 years. She is 
currently the principal of The Millenium School, Karnal.

Reading covers a wide repertoire of texts with a range of genres— from contemporary fiction and poetry to travelogues, letters, 
speeches, memoirs, plays, news articles, reports, biographical profiles and writings in science and technology.

Composition has guided exercises in creative writing to help the students appreciate and apply the nuances and structures of 
the language. These writing tasks are contextually linked, graded and mapped to curricular requirements at each level.

In Focus has lesson objectives outlined in student-friendly terms to empower the students to understand and measure 
their own learning.

Comprehension contains exercises to help the students hone factual, inferential, deductive, analytical and 
predictive skills.

The formats include gap filling, multiple choice questions, long answer and short answer type questions, focusing on 
skimming and scanning skills, inferential and analytical skills as well as evaluative and extrapolative skills to develop critical 

thinking in students.

Word Focus contains pre-reading vocabulary activities to introduce the context/theme of the lesson, activate 
passive vocaabulary and get students thinking and predicting.

Key Pedagogical Features
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Grammar Book
Classes 6 to 10

(All boards)

The world’s most trusted grammar source for clear, direct, and comprehensive instruction, the Azar-Hagen Grammar Series takes a time-tested approach that 
blends direct grammar instruction with carefully sequenced practice to develop all language skills. Grammar is the springboard for developing all language 
skills: speaking, listening, reading, and writing. With clear, user-friendly charts and engaging interactive practice, it’s easy to see why this classic series remains the 
top-selling text in its field year after year. 

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook 

About the Authors

Betty Azar is author of the Azar Grammar Series, now the Azar-Hagen 
Grammar Series. She studied European literature in college. She started 
her career teaching writing courses for first-year American college 
students. 
 
Stacy Hagen is author/co-author of numerous textbooks in the areas of 
listening, grammar, writing, speaking, and pronunciation. In 2004, she 
became co-author of the Azar-Hagen grammar textbooks and has since 
worked full-time on the series. Prior to that, she was a classroom teacher 
for 20 years, and has also been an administrator and teacher trainer.

Key Pedagogical Features

Comprehensive 
corpus-informed syllabus 
that reflects current usage 

and highlights the differences 
between written and spoken 

English in formal and  
informal contexts.

Mapped to the Global Scale of 
English

Direct in-depth grammar 
practice with a variety 
of excercise types and 
immediate application 
of grammar forms and 

meanings

Clear charts with 
examples and 

easy-to-understand 
explanations and 

minimal 
terminology.

40,000  
corpus-based 

examples

Over 3000 
entries showing 
common errors 
in alphabetical 

order

Over 12,000 
words and 

phrases

Includes 
words of 

contemporary 
relevance

Contains more 
than 13,000 
important 

English words

300,000 words, 
phrases and 

meaning

ISBN: 9789390325474ISBN: 9789390325481 ISBN: 9789390325467
PRICE: 350PRICE: 499 PRICE: 350

LONGMAN
NEW EDITIONS

DICTIONARIES

ISBN: 9789390168811 ISBN: 9789390168804   ISBN: 9789353946784
PRICE: 295 PRICE: 325 PRICE: 795
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English  
Grades a1–8

(CBSE)

Junior English

With comprehensive coverage of the various aspects of spelling, punctuation and grammar, Junior 
English Books I–4 offer a range of exercises based on varying levels of complexity. Now updated and fully 
illustrated, this engaging series is the perfect resource for teaching the basic principles of the English 
language.

Word Perfect Spelling

Focusing on expanding the understanding of words as well as improving and perfecting spelling, this 
nine-book series is perfect for students who want to improve their word power. With an accompanying 
word reference book (Book Eight) and clear illustrations, this series reinforces the key rules and 
procedures behind the spelling and use of words.

 Course Components

Print
 z Coursebook
 z Teacher’s Books: Answer keys are available for 

all exercises in Junior English, Once a Week 
Comprehension and Words Perfect Spelling

Digital
Teacher’s CD-ROM

Grammar Champ is a series of graded grammar books for early learners, which focuses on teaching the basics of English grammar essential for understanding 
and correct usage of the language. While special care has been taken to keep the explanations of grammatical terms easy to understand with ample examples, the 
practice exercises have been designed to pose enough challenge to help hone the learner’s intelligence in applying the grammatical concepts learnt.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook & Teacher’s Books (Answer keys 
and additional worksheets)

Digital
Teacher’s CD-ROM

 z Worksheets, animations and games 
 z E-book with interactivities

About the Authors
Ratna Dhar is a materials developer and author. A former teacher at Somerville School, Noida, with 
over three decades of teaching experience, she is at present the Principal of The Millennium  
School, Karnal.

Kanika Sachdeva-Govi has been teaching English for over two decades. Formerly the Head of the 
Department, English, at Sushila Birla Girl’s School, Kolkata, she is currently the Headmistress, Senior 
School, at Delhi Public School, Rohini, New Delhi.

Key Features
 z Well–illustrated lessons to help learners comprehend the core concepts of grammar better
 z Grammar concepts clearly explained with a wealth of examples
 z Practice exercises provided for reinforcement
 z Explanations augmented with extra grammar tips and useful language notes

English  
Grades 1-5
(All Boards)
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Alice in Wonderland 9788177586596
Five Famous Fairy Tales 9788177586640
Adventures of Sindbad the Sailor 9788177582215
Robin Hood 9788131706022

The Jungle Book 9788177586619
Heidi 9788177582208
Black Beauty 9788131706015

A Tale of  Two Cities 9788177586657
The Prince and the Pauper 9788177586626
Tales from the Arabian Nights 9788177582277
Kidnapped 9788177589832

Gulliver’s Travels 9788131706046
A Christmas Carol 9788177582239
The Secret Garden 9788131710586
The Wind in the Willows 9788131706084

Stage 2  I  8-9  Years

Stage 1  I  7-8  Years

The Count of Monte Cristo 9788131706091
The Young King and other stories 9788131711217
The Swiss Family Robinson 9788177589825
The Return of Sherlock Holmes 9788131706039

Robinson Crusoe 9788131706053
Vanity Fair 9788177586633
Stories from Shakespeare 9788131710579
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer 9788177582192

Lorna Doone 9788131706060

Pride and Prejudice 9788177582222
Treasure Island 9788177586602

Little Women 9788177586664

Three Adventures of Sherlock Holmes 9788131706107

Three Great Plays of Shakespeare 9788131710708

Oliver Twist 9788177586671

David Copperfield 9788177586695

Jane Eyre 9788131706077

Anne of Green Gables 9788131721742

Daddy-Long-Legs 9788131713112

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn 9788131706091

The Three Musketeers 9788131721759

Classics beautifully retold in simple English and illustrated for complete reading pleasure

Stage 3  I  9-10 Years

Stage 4  I  10-11 Years
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Expanded Universal Science, is a qualitative and quantitative expansion of our flagship series of science book—Universal Science. The series is now also 
available to learners of grades 9 and 10, in extension to the existing series of 1–8, that was first launched in 2012. The series has variable components, bundled 
according to the need of the learner of a particular grade. It includes practice book, relevant digital support and assessment. This extended series has a 
whole new set of activities carefully crafted by experts to keep the learner engaged and instill skills of inquiry. The series is learner centric and aims at helping 
learner achieve the intended learning outcomes. The series has a completely revamped set of questions in order to help students prepare better for the new 
examination pattern mandated by the CBSE.

 Course Components

Print
For classes 1-8: Coursebook and CTRB  
For 9 &10 : Separate Coursebooks and application books for Physics, 
Chemistry and Biology

Digital
A blended learning solution that combines a pedagogically sound course 
with innovative teaching and learning resources, seamlessly integrating 
technology with the textbooks to ensure effective learning in a learner-
friendly classroom environment. The teacher’s version includes some more 
elements as compared to the student’s version. It includes a student's 
ActiveApp and simulation for classroom practice.

About the Authors

All the authors are practicing academicians with decades of experiance

Primary: Natasha Mehta

Middle: Anupama Bhandari, Anita Sood, Shelly Wadhwa and Madhabi 
Bose

Secondary: Deepika Sachdev, Anupama Bhandari, Shelly Wadhwa and 
Meenal Verma

Science
For classes 1-8, 9 & 10

(CBSE/State boards)

Know Your Scientist establishes admiration for the contributors of the subject.

Wonder Box has some interesting facts related to the topic being discussed.

Stepping Stones establishes a connect between what the learners know and  
what they will learn about in the chapter.

Get it Right & Remember to caution the learner against probable misconceptions and emphasising on quick 
tips and tricks to help students remember the learnings.

Timeline  is a list of the series of events chronologically that relates to the topic discussed,  
justifying the historical development of science.

Track Your Progress is a quick self-assessment tool, helping the learner/teacher to decide if the
topic needs to be visited again.

Enunciation includes pronunciation of some new words given at their first appearance in the chapter.

Run Through helps in quick recapitulation of a topic covered.

Key Pedagogical Features
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CISCE Universal Science series resonates with the board's vision of empowering children to contribute towards a humane, just and pluralistic society. Hence, this 
book rests on a thought to make a course that enables the children to be well-prepared and future ready. It also aims to lead them in a progressive and phased 
manner to derive full benefit of the content available. The series targets a holistic and broad-based learning.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook, Comprehensive Teacher’s Resource Book

Digital
With this series, Pearson’s ActiveApp is being launched in primary segment 
of CISCE Science course. It comes loaded with interesting digital assets like 
animations, videos, games, simulations, etc. The ebook included has digital 
assets tagged in positions where there are best suited.

About the Authors

George Sarkar  
Shalini Sudevan 
Varsha Tarate

Science
For Classes 3-5 

(CISCE Board)

 z Theme Based
 z Curriculum centric
 z Comic chapters
 z Assessments- Comprehensive and Exemplars
 z Chapter at a glance

Key Highlights

Exclusive
ICSE Edition

Assessment (Comprehension and Exemplar)
Higher order questions for advanced learning and evaluation

Round table
Gives a topic for group discussion(GD) in class which helps in development of listening and speaking skills

Inquiry
Each topic is in the form of a question that gets answered in the text

Enunciation
Helps in acquiring neutral-accent pronunciation of words

Chapter at a glance
Gives a detailed chapter summary in a single page recapitulation

Get it right
Eliminates the chances of widespread misconceptions

Science in Action
Real life application of any concept taught in a chapter

Comic Chapter 
Comic representation of a complete chapter for the first time in a science coursebook  

to break monotony and make learning child-friendly

Key Pedagogical Features
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Science 
Grades 0–5

(CBSE)

Revised Longman Active Science consists of an Introductory book (primer) and books for grades 1 to 5.

What is unique about this product is its inductive–deductive approach, which prompts the students to think and deduce facts related to various concepts.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook & Teacher’s Manual 

Teacher's manual containing
 z Lesson plans
 z Answer key to all textbook questions

Digital
Teacher’s CD for each class containing

 z E-book
 z Dynamic Question Bank with answers
 z Worksheets
 z Answer key to all textbook questions

About the Authors
Natasha Mehta has been in the field of education for the past 22 
years. With a Ph.D. to her credit, she is currently a Group Principal with 
EuroSchools in Navi Mumbai. From teaching to administration in various 
schools, she has taught biology up to grade XII. She has also done 
extensive curriculum development work.

in.pearson.com  |  http://www.pearsoned.co.in/schoolprc/longmanactivescience-rev

Key Pedagogical Features

You Already  
Know, You Will Learn 

lists down what the 
children have learnt in 
the previous class and 
the key concepts they 

will learn in the current 
chapter.

Assessment Zone  
at the end of each 

chapter consists of a 
balanced mix of objective 
and subjective questions.

You Now Know  
captures the summary 
of a chapter through 

precisely written points.

Titbits  
carries interesting 

information related to 
the text.

Subject Connect 
attempts to explore 
the inter-disciplinary 

relationship of science 
with other subjects.

Eco Club  
activities help sensitise 

the students towards our 
environmental issues.

Science 
Grades 6–8

(CBSE)

Longman Active Science 6-8 is a series of three books meant for middle school students. The books adhere to the National Curriculum Framework and have 
been designed as per the latest NCERT syllabus.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook

Digital
Teacher’s CD-ROM

 z Answer key to all textbook questions

About the Authors
Vidhu Narayanan has been in charge of the Science Centre at Sardar Patel Vidyalaya, New 
Delhi, since 1995. Apart from seeking out new ideas on her own, she constantly encourages her 
students to be keen observers and to try out new activities themselves.

Saroj Jhijaria, with several years of teaching experience, extends her search for new practical 
ideas in Biology, based on simple materials and plant/animal life easily available in India. She is 
also a part of the team at the Science Activity Centre at Sardar Patel Vidyalaya.

Gayatri Moorthy (Consultant Editor) started her career as a science teacher for the middle 
school level. She went on to become Coordinator, Educational Planning Group, New Delhi. 
She set up the Science Activity Centre at Sardar Patel Vidyalaya, New Delhi, 25 years ago, and 
continues to be associated with the school as a consultant.
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Mathematics 
Grades 1–8

(CBSE)

Maths Ace Prime is a series of eight books for grades 1 to 8. It is perfectly aligned to CBSE curriculum and other boards that follow the NCERT 
guidelines. The series also resonates with the guiding goals of the Education Policy 2019—Access, Equity, Quality, Affordability and Accountability. 
The pedagogical structure of the series has been designed to be appropriate and effective, based on learner's cognitive and socio-emotional 
development. The segments on Intelligence Quotient, Emotional Quotient and Happiness Quotient have been developed to achieve the foresaid 
goals. As suggested by the Education Policy, the series keeps the central control with the teacher, focused on the student and educational aims. 
 
The teachers have been equipped with enough tools to meet the learning needs of a diverse group of learners. 

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook & Comprehensive Teacher's 
Resource Book 

Digital
Maths Ace Prime comes with In-class 
Teacher Build for teachers and ActiveApp for 
students that makes learning more mobile and 
generation friendly. The series has also made an 
advancement in its digital content. In its latest 
version, the series has also included one of the 
gems of our heritage—Vedic Mathematics, a 
complete course that will help students have a 
better command over the subject. 

About the Authors
Hira Prasad (1-5), Principal of Birla High School, Mukundapur, is a renowned primary teacher for 
Mathematics, having a rich teaching experience. 

Rajesh Hassija (1-8), Director-Principal of Indraprastha Group of Schools, Delhi-NCR has a rich 
experience of over three decades of teaching in various established schools of  
Delhi-NCR. He has been awarded with the prestigious National Award for Teachers in 2002  
by Dr APJ Abdul Kalam.

Alka Tuli (6-8) is a senior Mathematics teacher at Modern Vidya Niketan, 
Aravali Hills, Faridabad. She has been teaching Mathematics at the middle 
school level for over two decades.

Shuborno Chakroborty (6-8), a Mathematics communicator and educator, 
is working with Pearson education and spreading the love for Mathematics 
all over the country. His areas of interest include Mathematical cognition, 
creativity and problem solving.

Enrich your Emotional Quotient:
Text and questions that strike the emotional chord; contributions of Mathematicians

Enrich your Happiness Quotient:
Games and fun activities to add spark to learning

Focus Olympiad:
A separate segment to prepare for bench-marking tests

Get It:
Note of caution against some common mistakes that learners make

Grasp It:
Emphasis on key concepts

Mental Maths:
Explanation and excercise for solving questions mentally

Apply It:
In-text application based questions that relate to the real world

Maths In Action:
Text and questions that  demonstrate application of Mathematics in day-to-day life

Enrich your Intelligence Quotient:
Questions based on Higher Order Thinking Skills and Projects for extended learning
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Mathematics 
Grades 0–8

(CBSE)

Universal Mathematics is a series of ten books for students of pre-primary to Class 8. The series adheres to the National Curriculum Framework, 2005 and the 
books have been designed in accordance with the latest guidelines laid down by the National Council of Educational Research and Training.

With this series, mathematics undergoes a smooth diffusion to the game of cricket—a sport passionately loved by children. 

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook 

Digital
Teacher’s CD-ROM

About the Authors
Primer to class 2
R. Jayasree has 28 years of experience in teaching mathematics to primary and secondary level students. She is 
currently associated with St Mary's School, New Delhi.

Classes 3 to 5
Sema Gandhi is currently associated with Delhi Police Public School, New Delhi. She has been teaching for the last 17 
years and worked as a teacher at Laxman Public School, New Delhi and St. Luke's High School, Solan.

Dorothy Rodrigues has been teaching school students since 1987. She was associated with Carman Residential School, 
Dehradun, St George's College, Agra, and Green Fields School, New Delhi. Presently she is teaching at Delhi Police Public 
School, New Delhi.

Classes 6 to 8
Jayashri Bhattacharya is currently teaching at Delhi Public School, Rohini. Over the last 25 years of her professional 
career, she had been associated with Rajghat Besant School, Varanasi, Atomic Energy Central School, Jadugoda and NK 
Bagrodia Public School.

Tarika Dhawan has several years of teaching experience behind her. Presently she is associated with Delhi Public 
School, Rohini. Her other teaching assignments were with Vikas Bharti Public School and NK Bagrodia Public School.

C K Manjunath, the series editor, has over 15 years of professional experience and holds a PhD (Application of Neural 
Networks on Bio-Medicine), MS (Information Science) from IISc Bangalore, and ADIS (Documentation & Information 
Science) from Indian Statistical Institute. He is truly a versatile professional having sound knowledge of all the sciences, 
mathematics and information technology. Presently he is the principal of Yenepoya Group of Institutions.

in.pearson.com  |  http://www.pearsoned.co.in/schoolprc/universalmathematics

Primers (A-B)
also available

Tips, Remember and Catch Your Mistakes, wherever appropriate within the text, stress on important points and prevent 
students from committing common mistakes

Googly includes interesting questions that stimulate the higher order thinking skills of the learners

Know Your Field at the beginning of each chapter clearly defines the topics covered within a chapter

Chapter Innings at the end of each chapter includes mental maths questions and text-based problems for 
detailed revision 

Honing Multiple Intelligences nurtures the various intelligences and provides a holistic learning experience

Innings questions interspersed within the text provide practice of the mathematical concepts  
just learnt

Highlights at the end of each chapter lists a quick and easy summary of the concepts learnt

Net Practice provides a recapitulation exercise from the previous class

Key Pedagogical Features
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Mathematics 
Grades 1–8 

(CBSE)

ActiveTeach Universal Mathematics is a series of eight books for students of Classes 1 to 8. The series adheres to the National Curriculum Framework 2005 
and the books have been designed in accordance with the latest guidelines laid down by the National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT).

All the books are written based on extensive research and each chapter provides exercises featuring a variety of questions to help the learners gather enough 
practice for better applicability in real-life situations. The series is innovative in its treatment of the subject and integrates, in every chapter, the theory of multiple 
intelligences propounded by Howard Gardner. The ActiveTeach platform provides ample scope for students to use digital content at home to revise lessons and 
prepare for tests while facilitating self-assessment.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook & Comprehensive 
Teacher’s Resource Book 

Digital
Student’s DVD-ROM & Teacher’s DVD-
ROM

in.pearson.com  |  http://www.pearsoned.co.in/activeteach

About the Authors
Classes 1 to 2
R. Jayasree has 28 years of experience in teaching mathematics to primary and secondary level students. She is 
currently associated with St Mary's School, New Delhi.

Classes 3 to 5
Sema Gandhi is currently associated with Delhi Police Public School, New Delhi. She has been teaching for the last 17 
years and worked as a teacher at Laxman Public School, New Delhi and St. Luke's High School, Solan.

Dorothy Rodrigues has been teaching school students since 1987. She was associated with Carman Residential 
School, Dehradun, St George's College, Agra, and Green Fields School, New Delhi. Presently she is teaching at Delhi 
Police Public School, New Delhi.

Classes 6 to 8
Jayashri Bhattacharya is currently teaching at Delhi Public School, Rohini. Over the last 25 years of her professional 
career, she had been associated with Rajghat Besant School, Varanasi, Atomic Energy Central School, Jadugoda and 
NK Bagrodia Public School.

Tarika Dhawan has several years of teaching experience behind her. Presently she is associated with Delhi Public 
School, Rohini. Her other teaching assignments were with Vikas Bharti Public School and NK Bagrodia Public School.

Glossary section equipped with illustrations and voice-overs to help in building a strong foundation in mathematics

Chapter Innings at the end of each chapter includes mental maths questions and text-based problems for 
detailed revision

The series provides innumerable examples, illustrations, engaging animations, captivating videos, video-based tutorials, 
concept-enhancing audios, differentiated worksheets and a host of interactive activities

A special section on Active Widgets contain interesting mathematics resources such as 2D and 3D objects, virtual 
geometry box, converter, word finder, calculator and stopwatch

Highlights at the end of each chapter lists a quick and easy summary of the  
concepts learnt

Interesting games to help students learn in the playway method
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Maths Rehearse is a Maths Workbook series that is aligned to NCERT’s Maths book, Math-Magic, bit by bit. The series consists of eight books for grades 1 to 
8. The book is predictable in its structure to maintain ease of exercise and consistency. The series rests on a fine balance of objective and subjective type of 
questions. It also boasts of a variety of questions such as Multiple Choice Questions, Picture-based questions, Real life-based questions, Word problems and 
HOTS.

 Course Components

Print
Practice Book

Mathematics 
Grades 1–8

(CBSE/State boards)

Key Pedagogical Features

Answers of all the questions 
are collectively given at the 

end of the book

Activity that the teacher 
can conduct in class for 

introducing or reinforcing the 
concept

Chapter summary in the form 
of a concept map

Precisely aligned to NCERT's 
Maths coursebook

Worksheets for practice of 
each chapter

Mathematics 
Grades 0–8

(CBSE)

Longman Active Maths, a series of mathematics textbooks for the pre-primary to Class 8, guides the students into the world of numbers. Designed to make the 
subject appealing to the students, the revised edition is carefully graded and follows the latest syllabus and curriculum guidelines as laid down by the NCERT.

Explanation of concepts through easy-to-understand examples, which are followed by sufficient number of exercises, help to develop and hone mathematical 
skills from the very beginning. The students would benefit from the interactive approach and enjoy doing mathematics.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook

Digital
Teacher’s CD-ROM

 z Dynamic question bank with solutions

About the Authors
Rohit Khurana is the founder and CEO of ITL Education Solutions Limited 
(ITLESL).  He has more than 15 years of experience in training, research, content 
development, consultancy and management.

Nidhi Moulik (Series Editor) teaches mathematics at Birla High School (Boys), 
Kolkata. She has almost 15 years of experience in teaching mathematics in 
different schools across the country. Her longest teaching stint has been at 
Bright Lands School, Dehradun.

Worksheets and 
activities hone 

problem-solving and 
analytical abilities

Interesting facts  
enhance knowledge 
of the learners and 

maintain their interest 
in the subject

Try this! 
improves thinking and 

reasoning powers

Let us revise  
refreshes the concepts 
learnt in previous class

Revision 
pages at the end  
of each chapter 

reinforce concepts

Model Test Papers 
offer students more 

opportunities for self-
assessment

Easy-to-do  
Math Lab Activities 
enliven the learning 

process

Remember 
aids recapitulation 

of the concepts dealt 
within the chapter
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 z Includes skill-based modules, as prescribed by CBSE, such as Artificial Intelligence, 
Algorithms, Flowcharts and Cyber Security 

 z Builds logical and reasoning aptitude using programming languages such as Scratch, 
Python and HTML, as suggested by NEP

 z Based on latest version of software tools available eg Windows 10 and Microsoft 2016
 z Cyber Olympiad questions at the end of every book
 z Introduces interesting learning/educational software applications with 

functionalities related to ones discussed in the text

Advancements in technology are changing our world at an astonishing pace. Click Code Connect is an endeavor to equip the students with the necessary 
repertoire of technical skills to adapt to these changes and contribute effectively in shaping the digital world. The content of the series has been planned and 
organized in a systematic manner ensuring a smooth transition from the basics to the latest developments in the field of technology. The series takes the students 
through a journey that begins with the basic knowledge of handling mouse and keyboard to the stage where the student acquires 21st century coding skills. The 
series culminates with the student being able to connect to real-life applications of technology such as Artificial Intelligence, Cloud Computing etc.

The series is structured around the 3E (Explore-Excel-Exhibit) approach of learning. The learners Explore the fundamental concepts; they Excel in the domain 
with the help of additional learning; and they Exhibit acquired knowledge through assessments, activities and projects. 

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook

Digital
In-class digital build for teachers and mobile-based ActiveApp for 
students. 

About the Authors
Anshu Kumar has a passion for learning and teaching technology. 
She has 18 years of experience in the field of education, teaching 
computer science to senior classes in a reputed school in Delhi. Her vast 
teaching experience and association with CBSE has given her a clear 
understanding of the pedagogy that should be followed for content 
development in the field of Computer Science at school level. 

Shweta Malik is a seasoned computer science professional with more than 20 years 
of versatile experience in teaching, instructional designing and technical writing. She 
has effectively used her vast teaching experience in  
co-authoring number of computer science books, designed to enable students 
develop deep interest in the subject and hone their analytical and thinking 
competencies.

Computer 
Grades 1–8

(CBSE)
Includes 
Coding 

Platform*
* For grades 6-8

Key Highlights

with Windows 10 and 
Microsoft Office 2016

Screen-capture videos- Walkthrough videos explaining features of software dealt in the course

Coding platform- Bundled with a IDE for Python and HTML for hands-on practice and implementation of coding concepts

#HyperLink - Makes learners understand the application of concepts in different spheres of life

#DiY (Do it Yourself) - Practical hands-on exercises to strengthen the understanding and hone computer skills. Also 
covers additional projects to make learning enjoyable and fun

Widgets provides additional information and interactive modules on futuristic concepts

Animations - Provide engaging learning experience for better understating and retention

#OpenForum - Activity involving learners to think and discuss on topics related to the chapter. Helps in development of 
listening and speaking skills

Infographics - Graphical representation of information specific to the topics discussed

Software Space - Interesting learning/educational software applications with functionalities related to ones discussed in 
the text

#SnapCheck - In-text questions for practicing and testing the understanding of the concept just learnt

#IRL (In Real Life) - Information about applications of the concepts in real life
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 z A blended learning solution that combines a pedagogically sound course with innovative 
teaching and learning resources, seamlessly integrating technology with the textbooks to 
ensure effective learning in a learner-friendly environment 

 z Introduces topics to be learnt in the chapter in a comic manner, making 
it interesting for students

 z Includes Worksheets, Project Work and sample Olympiad Questions

Key Highlights

Computer in Action, a series of eight books, is our humble effort to provide, comprehensive learning and understanding of Computer Science. The concepts 
have been presented in a lucid and student-friendly manner. The series aids students' learning with the help of variety of pedagogical elements which are in 
perfect sync with learning objectives.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook

Digital
In-class digital build for teachers and mobile-based Active App 
for students.

About the Authors
Anshu Kumar has a passion for learning and teaching 
technology. She has done post-graduation in Computer 
Science from Delhi University and is a graduate in 
Physics from the prestigious St Stephen’s College, Delhi 
University. She has 18 years of experience in the field of 
education, teaching computer science to senior classes in 
a reputed school in Delhi.

Her vast experience in the field of teaching and association 
with CBSE has given her a clear understanding of the 

pedagogy that should be followed for content development in the field of Computer Science 
at school level. She has co-authored successful series in Computer Science for CBSE and ICSE 
schools.

Shweta Malik is a seasoned computer science professional with more than 20 years of 
versatile experience in teaching, instructional designing and technical writing. She is currently 
teaching in one of India's top ranked schools and has previously been associated with leading 
IT organizations. She is double masters in Informatin Technology and Computer Applications 
from premier universities. Shweta has effectively used her vast teaching experience in co-
authoring number of computer science books, designed to enable students develop deep 
interest in the subject and hone their analytical and thinking competencies.

in
with Windows 10 and Microsoft Office 2013

Computer 
Grades 1–8

(CBSE)

All the features vary from grade to grade 
depending on the concepts discussed

Did You Know area interesting snippets on the topic covered

Lab Zone deals with activities for practical work in the computer lab

Screen-capture videos - Walkthrough videos explaining features of software dealt in the course

Widgets provides additional information and interactive modules on futuristic concepts

Assessment Zone contains carefully graded exercises to test the knowledge of concepts learnt

Activity Zone deals with activities to strengthen the understanding of skills learnt

Animations Provide engaging learning experience for better understating and retention

Practice Zone consists of questions interspersed within the text for quick self-testing

Key Pedagogical Features
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Computers  
Grades 1–8

(CBSE)

e-world is a computer science series based on the feedback received from users across the country. This series is meant for Classes 1 to 8. It is a humble effort 
to provide comprehensive learning and understanding of basic concepts and applications of computers. A conscious attempt has been made to teach the 
computer concepts in a student-friendly manner. The language of the books is simple and conversational. Topics have been introduced as conversations to hold 
the interest of the students.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook

Digital
In-class digital build for teachers and  
mobile-based Active App for students.

About the Authors
Anshu Kumar has a passion for learning and teaching 
technology. She has done post-graduation in Computer 
Science from Delhi University and is a graduate in Physics 
from the prestigious St Stephen’s College, Delhi University. 
She has 18 years of experience in the field of education, 
teaching computer science to senior classes in a reputed 
school in Delhi. Her vast experience in the field of 
teaching and association with CBSE has given her a clear 
understanding of the pedagogy that should be followed 
for content development in the field of Computer Science 

in.pearson.com  |  http://www.pearsoned.co.in/schoolprc/eworldcbse

Computers: Basics and Applications

with Windows 7 and MS Office 2010 with Windows 7 and Microsoft Office 2010

at school level. She has co-authored successful series in Computer Science for CBSE and ICSE 
schools.

Shweta Malik is a seasoned computer science professional with more than 20 years of 
versatile experience in teaching, instructional designing and technical writing. She is currently 
teaching in one of India's top ranked schools and has previously been associated with leading IT 
organizations. She is double masters in Information Technology and Computer Applications from 
premier universities. Shweta has effectively used her vast teaching experience in co-authoring 
number of computer science books, designed to enable students develop deep interest in the 
subject and hone their analytical and thinking competencies.

 z A blended learning solution that combines a pedagogically sound course with innovative 
teaching and learning resources, seamlessly integrating technology with the textbooks to 
ensure effective learning in a learner-friendly environment 

 z Adorable characters, Aladini, Anjali and Aryan introduce the topics to be learnt in the 
chapter in a conversational manner, making it interesting for students

 z Worksheets, Project Work, sample Olympiad Questions and Tech Terms have been included

Key Highlights

All the features vary from grade to grade 
depending on the concepts discussed

Widgets provides additional information and interactive modules on futuristic concepts

Quick Tip presents useful alternative options or shortcuts for performing operations

Quick Questions and Check Your Progress questions interspersed within the text for quick self-testing, help in  
formative assessment

Activity Time for practical hands-on exercises to strengthen the understanding and hone computer skills

Notes for the Teacher contain suggestions to aid classroom teaching

Assessment Time contains carefully graded exercises to test the knowledge of concepts learnt and can also be 
used for summative assessment

Animations -Provide engaging learning experience for better understating and retention

Screen-capture videos-Walkthrough videos explaining features of software dealt in the course
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e-world is an endeavour to prepare the future generation to meet the challenges of an ever-advancing society and a dynamically changing environment. 
The series aims to ensure that children are equipped with a repertoire of technical skills and a positive attitude to become responsible citizens in a globally 
competitive society. The content in this series has been planned and organised in a systematic manner as per the guidelines of the curriculum. It is ensured that 
learning is a joyful experience for all learners and they can understand not only what they learn, but also how this learning is relevant in their lives. The series 
uses interface of Windows 10 to explain the concepts. With the aim to provide a blended learning experience to the learners, the series is supplemented with 
Pearson's flagship digital conetnt in the form of ActiveApp. ActiveApp is a web-based learning solution which provides amalgamation of traditional teaching 
approach with digital exposure giving experiential learning journey to students.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook and Comprehensive Teacher's Resource Book

Digital
ActiveApp having following assests:
Animations  I  Screen Capture Videos  I  Games  I  Worksheets  I  Chapter 
Audio  I  Interactivities  I  Mind Map  I  Inforgraphics  I  Computer Lab 
Activities  I  Cyber Olympiad worksheets  I  Pictionary

About the Authors
Anshu Kumar is PGT Computer Science, Delhi Public School, Rohini, Delhi. She has 
many years of experience in teaching senior classes. 

Shweta Malik has also been teaching senior and middle school classes. She has 
experience in preparing academic support material and conducting workshops on 
animation and graphical packages.

Sanchayan Kumar Ray, currently the subject coordinator and teacher of Computer 
Science in Don Bosco School, Kolkata, has almost two decades of experience in 
teaching the subject to students in varied age group

Computer Science  
Grades 1-5

(CISCE)

Exclusive
ICSE Edition

Inshorts:
Presents alternative options or shortcuts for performing operations

Refresh:
Summary of the concepts learnt in the chapter for quick and easy recapitulation

Set Up: 
Warm-up activity for learners to set the context for concepts to be discussed in the chapter

Execute:
Carefully graded and comprehensive excercise at the end if the chapter to test knowledge of concepts learnt

Process it:
In-text questions for practicing and testing the understanding of the concept just learnt

Bookmark:
List of new and important terms and their definitions at the end of every chapter

Update:
Provides interesting piece of information related to the topic

Key Pedagogical Features
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Computers  
Grades 6–8

(ICSE)

Aimed at students of classes 6–8, e-world ICSE Edition is a series written in a lucid and student-friendly style. The books present key concepts pertaining to 
Computer Science education in a comprehensive and detailed manner. Care has been taken to include information about the latest technological developments 
in the field of computers. Performing various tasks in Windows 7 and Microsoft Office 2010 has been taught in a stepwise and systematic manner. The 
programming concepts and fundamentals have been presented with numerous example codes and test runs, thereby making the books conducive for self-study. 
All the topics have been explained with suitable screenshots, figures, diagrams and tables, wherever appropriate. With a variety of questions and chapter-end 
exercises, the books provide the necessary and required emphasis on the hands-on and practical aspects to the subject.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook

Digital
Teacher’s CD-ROM

 z E-book
 z Dynamic question bank
 z Tutorials demonstrating the important 

applications of each software with voice–over
 z Quizzes
 z Complete source codes for all the example 

programs in the book
 z Additional worksheets
 z Answer key

About the Authors
Anita Goel, a PhD in Computer Science from Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi and Associate Professor 
in University of Delhi, has more than twenty years' experience teaching the subject. In addition to 
supervising research students for the doctorate programme, she has authored numerous research 
papers and also a book titled Computer Fundamentals published by Pearson Education in 2010.

Sanchayan Kumar Ray, currently the subject coordinator and teacher of Computer Science in Don 
Bosco School, Park Circus, Kolkata, has almost two decades of experience in teaching the subject to 
students in varied age groups. Apart from teaching the subject, he has also worked on consultancy 
projects and has developed monitoring and management software applications for reputed 
organisations.

in.pearson.com  |  http://www.pearsoned.co.in/schoolprc/eworldicserev

Exclusive
ICSE Edition

Tech Bytes at the end of the chapter presents all the new and important terms with their definitions

Activities and Projects at the end of the books are additional hands-on exercises to strengthen the 
understanding to hone computer skills

Infohub provides interesting add-on information related to the topic at hand

Image Study, a unique feature in every chapter, 
is designed to improve the observation and analytical skills of the students 

Lab Zone lists ample practical hands-on exercises for further honing the skills  
required for researching and programming

Crossword Zone features a word puzzle to serve as a tool for revision of each chapter in a fun-filled way

Bits to Remember provides a quick summary of all the concepts learnt in the chapter

Be a Techie provides guidance to students for practical application of the knowledge gained
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The new entrant in Pearson’s flagship computer series, e-World, is a book developed for course named “Computer Applications”. It is created for students of 
grade 9, strictly as per the curriculum released by CBSE in 2018. Blended with rich pedagogy, concepts are explained using suitable screenshots, figures, diagrams
and tables. The book provides necessary and required emphasis on hands-on and practical aspects to the subject with a variety of questions and chapter-end  
exercises. Performing various tasks are taught in a stepwise and systematic manner using Windows 7 and Microsoft Office 2010 tools. Programming languages
such as Scratch and Python are discussed in grade 9 to ingest coding skills in learners right from the middle school level. The course book also comes with 
ActiveApp which is an amalgamation of traditional teaching approach with digital exposure giving an experiential learning journey to students.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook

Digital
A blended learning solutions to aid learning with the help of audio-video 
tools, interactivities, simulations and assessments. It will give students 
a hands on experience of practical implementation and application of 
concepts learnt

About the Authors
Anshu Kumar is PGT Computer Science, Delhi Public School, Rohini, Delhi. 
She has many years of experience in teaching senior classes. 

Shweta Malik has also been teaching senior and middle school classes. 
She has experience in preparing academic support material and conducting 
workshops on animation and graphical packages.

Computer  Science 
For class 9 

(CBSE/State boards)

Animation, games, simulations, interactives and assessments clubbed with the textbook
form a perfect blended learning package

Activity time and lab exercises in every chapter for practical, hands-on experience

Reinforcement Zone: provides in-text questions for quick self-testing

Worksheets, Project Work, sample Olympiad Questions and TechTerms included

Assessment zone with carefully graded exercises to test knowledge of concepts learnt

Quick facts and tips provide useful and exciting pieces of information to build learning interest
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Semester series  
Grades 1–5
(All Boards)

Pearson’s Pentacle is an integrated series that attempts to sensitise learners about taking care of the five elements—Water, Air, Earth, Fire and Space. It 
communicates to the child about their importance and the need to conserve them. Conservation and Sustainability are the two leading factors that need to 
define our way of living to ensure a good future.

The series comprises of ten books for both semesters of grades 1–5. Each book includes courseware for English, Mathematics, EVS (or Science and SSt), GK 
and a complimentary book for Computer Science. The series also includes projects to include PBL as a part of the curriculum. A complete support system to 
support online teaching-learning has been integrated with the course.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook, Computer book and Comprehensive
Teachers' Resource Book (for Teachers)

Digital
In-class digital build for teachers and mobile App for
students

About the Authors
English: Lalitha Eapen and Stanzin Dawa,  
Maths: Roli Mankhand,  
EVS and Science: Natasha Mehta,  
SSt: Narinder K. Gandhi,  
GK: Rajeev Kumar,  
Computer Science: Anshu Kumar and Shweta Malik

First  
integrated  

series to have 
Computer  
Science.

Comics: Interactions with personified five-elements to establish connect and  
prompt children to make their own plan for conservation

Extend It: Prompts students to think and helps to develop skills such as reasoning and communication

Projects: Content and activities to promote Project Based learning

Listening and Speaking: Provides ample practice to learners to enhance listening and  
speaking skills and also learn the correct pronunciation

Connect It: Applies the knowledge and skills learnt in the subject to other subjects,  
thus enhancing understanding and relevance of the concepts learned

Digital Support: Galaxy of enriching digital assets such animations, videos, interactivities and more to support online 
teaching and learning

Assessments: Extensive pool of worksheets with every subject that provides ample practice of concepts to the 
learner

Enrichment: Songs and talks to sensitise the children about the need of conservation and sustainability
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Semester series  
Grades 1–5
(All Boards)

Pearson’s Pentacle Lite is an integrated series that attempts to sensitise learners about taking care of the five elements—Water, Air, Earth, Fire and Space. It 
communicates to the child about their importance and the need to conserve them. Conservation and Sustainability are the two leading factors that need to 
define our way of living to ensure a good future.

The series comprises of ten books for both semesters of grades 1–5. Each book includes courseware for English, Mathematics, EVS (or Science and SSt) and GK. 
The series also includes projects to include PBL as a part of the curriculum. A complete support system to support online teaching-learning has been integrated 
with the course.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook and Comprehensive
Teachers' Resource Book (for Teachers)

Digital
In-class digital build for teachers and mobile App for 
students

About the Authors
English: Lalitha Eapen and Stanzin Dawa,  
Maths: Roli Mankhand,  
EVS and Science: Natasha Mehta,  
SSt: Narinder K. Gandhi,  
GK: Rajeev Kumar

Comics: Interactions with personified five-elements to establish connect and prompt children to make their own plan for 
conservation

Extend It: Prompts students to think and helps to develop skills such as reasoning and communication

Projects: Content and activities to promote Project Based learning

Listening and Speaking: Provides ample practice to learners to enhance listening and speaking skills and also 
learn the correct pronunciation

Connect It: Applies the knowledge and skills learnt in the subject to other subjects, thus enhancing understanding and 
relevance of the concepts learned

Digital Support: Galaxy of enriching digital assets such animations, videos, interactivities and more to support online 
teaching and learning

Assessments: Extensive pool of worksheets with every subject that provides ample practice of concepts to the learner

Enrichment: Songs and talks to sensitise the children about the need of conservation and sustainability
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Crest: An Integrated Term Series, a series of books for classes LKG, UKG and 1–5, facilitates ‘learning without burden’ and follows the recommendations of the 
National Curriculum Framework, 2005. The series integrates the core subjects—English, Mathematics, EVS/Science, Social Studies and General Knowledge—in a 
well-graded and interactive manner to ensure the learner’s holistic development.

 Course Components

Print
Term Books (3), Practice Books (3), 
Comprehensive Teachers' Resource Books

Digital
A blended learning solution that combines a 
pedagogically sound course with innovative 
teaching and learning resources—seamlessly 
integrating technology with the textbooks to 
ensure effective learning in a learner-friendly 
classroom environment. ActiveApp for students 
provides resources for them to practise and 
revise the classroom lessons.

About the Authors

Ashoo Kalra has been associated with reputed institutions. She is presently Vice-Principal, Delhi Public 
School, Varanasi. She is a prolific author and brings to her content, gleanings from a rich experience as 
an educator.

S. Latha has an experience of over 13 years of teaching Mathematics. She has been a recipient of the 
Ramanujan Award in 2012 for the best Maths teacher and the Wipro Smart Teacher Award in 2008. She 
is currently associated with Pushpalata Matriculation Higher Secondary School, Tirunelveli, Tamil Nadu.

B. Vijayalakshmi has an experience of over 20 years of teaching Social Studies and English. She has 
been a recipient of the International School Award instituted by the British Council in 2013.

Dr Abiya Chelliah is currently an Assistant Professor at the Department of Botany, St John's College, 
Tirunelveli, Tamil Nadu. A patient teacher and researcher, Dr Chelliah has around a decade’s experience 
of teaching science and writing, reviewing and editing books and research journals.

Term Series
For LKG, UKG

and Classes 1 to 5
(CBSE/STATE BOARDS)

Warm Up, a pre-reading activity, sets the tone of the chapter in an interesting way.

Speaking and Listening sections in English facilitate the assessment of speaking and listening skills (ASL).

Apply It emphasises on the practical application of knowledge

Project hones the skills of observation, investigation, analysis and drawing conclusions.

Catch Your Mistakes in Mathematics helps the students work out a sum with accuracy.

Think and Answer is aimed at triggering thinking and reasoning skills  
beyond the level of classroom learning.

Values and Life Skills section is aimed at developing work ethics and social responsibility.

Picture Study, a picture-based activity, is
provided in EVS and Social Studies to inculcate the power of observation.
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Crystal: An Integrated Semester Series, a series of books for classes 1–5, facilitates ‘learning without burden’ and follows the recommendations of the National 
Curriculum Framework, 2005. The series integrates the core subjects—English, Mathematics, EVS/Science, Social Studies and General Knowledge—in a well-graded 
and interactive manner to ensure the learner’s holistic development.

 Course Components

Print
Semester Books (2), Practice Books (2), 
Comprehensive Teachers' Resource Books

Digital
A blended learning solution that combines 
pedagogically sound course with innovative 
teaching and learning resources—seamlessly 
integrating technology with the textbooks to 
ensure effective learning in a learner-friendly 
classroom environment. ActiveApp for students 
provides resources for them to practise and revise 
the classroom lessons.

About the Authors

Ashoo Kalra has been associated with reputed institutions. She is presently Vice-Principal, Delhi Public 
School, Varanasi. She is a prolific author and brings to her content, gleanings from a rich experience as 
an educator.

S. Latha has an experience of over 13 years of teaching Mathematics. She has been a recipient of the 
Ramanujan Award in 2012 for the best Maths teacher and the Wipro Smart Teacher Award in 2008. She 
is currently associated with Pushpalata Matriculation Higher Secondary School, Tirunelveli, Tamil Nadu.

B. Vijayalakshmi has an experience of over 20 years of teaching Social Studies and English. She has 
been a recipient of the International School Award instituted by the British Council in 2013.

Dr Abiya Chelliah is currently an Assistant Professor at the Department of Botany, St John's College, 
Tirunelveli, Tamil Nadu. A patient teacher and researcher, Dr Chelliah has around a decade’s experience 
of teaching science and writing, reviewing and editing books and research journals.

Semester Series
Classes 1 to 5

(CBSE/State boards)

Warm Up, a pre-reading activity, sets the tone of the chapter in an interesting way.

Speaking and Listening sections in English facilitate the assessment of speaking and listening skills (ASL).

Apply It: emphasises on the practical application of knowledge

Project hones the skills of observation, investigation, analysis and drawing conclusions.

Catch Your Mistakes in Mathematics helps the students work out a sum with accuracy.

Think and Answer is aimed at triggering thinking and reasoning skills beyond the level of classroom learning.

Values and Life Skills section is aimed at developing work ethics and social responsibility.

Picture Study, a picture-based activity, is provided in EVS and Social Studies to inculcate the power of observation.
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Social Studies
Grades 1–8

(CBSE/State boards)

New Longman Vistas 1 to 8 is a revised integrated Social Studies series, based on the latest National Curriculum Framework. It has been developed for 
effective teaching and learning of Social Studies in the classroom and beyond. Its content is graded as per NCERT guidelines and presented in a new and 
attractive layout. It is a blended learning resource for the new-age learners; a combination of print and digital learning. 

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook and Comprehensive Teacher's Resource Book

Digital
ActiveApp:

Content-mapped digital resources promote interactive 
learning engaging videos, animations, games and interactive 
activities that facilitate understanding.  
 
Active widgets include easy to use tools

Useful elements like Heritage Studies (Classes 3 to 8) make 
teaching and learning of Social Studies relevant as well as 
interesting.

School Support Material (Teacher's build) has Worksheets, 
Dynamic Question Bank, Answer Keys and more.

About the Authors
• Mukta Misra (Principal, DPS, Siddharth Vihar, Uttar Pradesh)
• Geeta Sehgal (Director of Academics, Modern Public School, Shalimar Bagh, 

New Delhi)
• Aditi Misra (Director Principal, DPS, Gurugram)
• Guneet Ohri (Founder, Principal, Suncity School, Gurugram; Resource person 

for CBSE)
• Vipul Singh (Associate Professor, University of Delhi)
• Anuradha Mukherjee (TGT, Step By Step School, Noida)
• Jasmine Dhillon (An active educationist with more than 15 years of 

experience)

 z New layout and cover
 z Timelines have been introduced
 z Updated content and information
 z New and updated diagrams, maps, illustrations and images
 z Warm up activities
 z My Corner

Key Highlights

Key Terms:
Covers difficult words, now given on the same page as the term

Life Skills:
Helps students to think, take decisions and have their own point of view

You will Learn:
Clearly outlines learning objectives

Find Out:
Encourage students to do research on their own

My Corner:
Special pages containing comic strips/trivia/activities to help engage the learners

Global Connections:
Part of History section, Provides information about world events of the same period discussed in the chapter

Apply it:
Picture-based activity to encourage the application of concepts

Did You Know?:
Provides extra information on a topic

Key Pedagogical Features
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Environmental Studies
Grades 1-5 

CBSE

Our Incredible Planet 1-5 is a coursebook series for Environmental Studies based on the latest guidelines of the National Council of Education Research and 
Training (NCERT), prescribed by the Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE). The learner's immediate surroundings and day-to-day life experiences have 
been linked with the concepts taught in this series. This linkage aims at making the key concepts relatable and comprehensible for the learners.

Sensitivity, empathy and care for the environment are the recurring themes in this series in the hope that these values will be imbibed by the learners 
as they grow into citizens of the world. The exercises have been designed carefully to assess the learners on myriad skills promoting experiential, 
integrated and evidence-based learning. The pedagogy encourages the learners to participate in interactive learning and teaching processes along with 
teachers and peers inside the classroom and beyond.

The well-structured series is designed to cater to the new-age learners via a blended-learning solution consisting of both print and digital resources.

 Course Components
Comprehensive Teacher's Resource Book that supports the 
teachers with lesson plans, provide ideas for assessments and 
activities to be conducted in class. It also provides solutions to the 
exercises given at the end of each chapter.

ActiveApp, a tool that supports the learners and teachers with 
plethora of digital resources for anytime, anywhere learning.

School Support Material (Teacher's build), a digital platform to 
support teachers with varied digital resources to facilitate better 
teaching-learning processes to counter the challenges of present-
day educational needs.

About the Author
Anuradha Mukherjee has vast teaching experience of over two decades. She 
has been associated with prestigious schools in different parts of the country 
affiliated both to the CBSE and ICSE boards of education. She is currently 
working as TGT in Step By Step School in NOIDA, Uttar Pradesh.

LONGMAN

Our Incredible

PLANET
A coursebook for Environmental Studies

 z Blend of NCERT’s story-like approach and factual-based approach
 z Text supported by captivating illustrations and interesting activities
 z Sensitive topics dealt with tact and care, leaving room for discussion
 z Workbook Style for Grades 1 and 2
 z Real-life examples to aid learning

Key Highlights

Checkpoint!
Questions that help in quick recapitulation of the concepts covered

Word Guide
Difficult words are highlighted in the chapters and their meanings are explained for vocabulary building

Get Set Go! 
Warm up activities that connect the pre-knowledge of the learners with the topics to be covered in the chapter

Wrap Up
Quick summarisation of the chapter in the form of infographics

Try Out!
Higher order thinking skill questions to develop the learner’s critical thinking, creativity, reasoning and problem-solving skills 

among others

Fact File! 
Interesting snippets of information related to the chapter that take learning beyond the coursebook
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EVS
Grades 1–2

Social Studies
Grades 3-5 (ICSE)

My Watchtower Environmental Studies for Grades 1 and 2 and Social Studies for Grades 3 to 5 is a well-graded integrated series that strictly adheres to the 
latest CISCE curriculum. The series caters to the new-age learners via in-class digital platform that is a blended learning solution of print, digital and assessment 
as it is the need of the hour. The series is a fresh breath of air as it focuses on innovative learner-centric pedagogical elements at both print and digital level. With 
‘learning without burden’ as the philosophy driving the series, it is an amalgamation of the good old printed books with a distinct interdisciplinary approach and 
digital assets and widgets that makes learning interactive and fun.  

The series is designed to inspire comprehensive and all-round development to ensure the practical application of knowledge gained in the classroom. It enables 
learners to learn in their own way, at their own pace and helps teachers to facilitate better teaching-learning processes inside the classroom to counter the 
challenging present-day educational needs.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook and Comprehensive Teacher's 
Resource Book 

Digital
In-class digital with assets, assessments and 
widgets for teachers and ActiveApp for students

About the Authors
Nupur Bhattacharya has over two decades of teaching experience in the subjects of social studies, 
environmental studies and English across various schools following both the CISCE as well as CBSE 
curriculums for classes 1 to 9 such as South City International and Garden High School, Kolkata to BD 
Memorial Institute, DPS Ruby Park, Kolkata; NIMS, Dubai (2018). She is an active teacher's trainer.

Sujata Bhattacharyya has over two decades of teaching experience in the subjects of social studies for 
various grades across schools following CISCE curriculum such as GD Birla Centre of Education, Kolkata, 
and has been the Head of Social Studies in Ambassador School, Dubai (2012–2016).  
 
Soma Nandy has over two decades of teaching experience in the subjects of social studies, especially 
Geography, across both CISCE and CBSE curriculums in schools such as MP Birla HS School, Loreto 
House, Don Bosco School Park Circus and Birla High School, Kolkata. 

Exclusive
ICSE Edition

Milestones delineates major topics in
a chapter and the learning outcomes of a chapter around which teachers can frame assessments.

Connect the Dots enables interdisciplinary learning and establishes connections with
other subjects to facilitate learning in a real-life context.

Gear Up builds on the pre-knowledge of learners.

I do, I learn/We do, We learn are individual and group activities that aim to nurture creative and
interpersonal skills among learners.

Picture Study develops the visual understanding of learners.

Treasure Box are infographics that give important points for quick recapitulation.

Let Us Explore is critical and higher order
thinking questions that develop learners' research and extra-reading abilities.

Knowledge Trek takes learning beyond the book and inspires learners to know more.
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With ‘learning without burden’ as the philosophy driving the series, Saga for grades 1 to 5 is a unique amalgamation of the traditional teaching method of 
storytelling and a modern approach to content. The series focuses on experiential and activity-based learning and gives learner the opportunity to learn better 
at their own pace, in their own way. It aims to make learners proficient in the domain of social sciences by nurturing multiple skills, values and perspectives that 
guide them to be sensible individuals and citizens of society. The content is aligned to the National Curriculum Framework.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook and Comprehensive Teacher’s Resource Book

Digital

Saga: Social Studies series for classes 1 to 5 is an integrated social 
science series with many attractive digital features to support seamless 
learning. The digital content is absolutely aligned to the content of the 
series. The integrated technology together with the coursebooks will ensure 
effective teaching learning in a learner-friendly classroom environment. The 
ActiveApp for students provides resources for them to practise and revise 
the classroom lessons.

About the Author

Nita Ganguly has been an educator and environmentalist 
for over 26 years and has won several National and 
State awards, including national winner of Rustam Irani 
Foundation’s ‘’Best Teachers award for Excellence in 
Education” in 2004 and “Excellence in Teaching Award in 
Innovative Teaching Practices” in 2010.

Social Studies
For Grades 1 to 5

(CBSE/State boards)

Assessment and Test Papers help learners in periodic assessment and prepare them for examination.

Activities give learners the opportunity of learning by doing while studying the concepts.

Knowing More provides interesting snippets of information that takes learning beyond the book.

Talking Picture are application-based questions that help to develop the visual understanding of the learner.

Saga Pages and Posters present some important topics in an interesting  
and engaging manner using stories, activities and learner-friendly formats.

Peer Review strengthens peer interaction and gives the opportunity to learn from each other.

Exercises provide ample practice and have life skill-based/twenty-first century skill-based questions to hone every learner's 
individuality.

Find Out consists of critical/higher order thinking questions that develop learner's research skills.
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Geography 
Grades 6-8

(ICSE)

Longman Geography for ICSE Classes 6-8 (4e Updated Edition) is a comprehensive study of the Earth and its physical as well as regional aspects. The series 
explores different lands, cultures, people and encourages students to appreciate the bond that exists between the humans and their environment.

The content has been presented in an easy-to-understand and comprehensive manner in order to move beyond mere narration of facts and figures. The aim is to 
make the study of this subject interesting and interactive.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook, Workbook & Teacher’s Book

Digital
Student's & Teacher’s DVD-ROM

About the Authors
Anuradha Mukherjee has been teaching geography for over fourteen years 
in Kolkata, Delhi and Mumbai. Her expertise in writing books that are both 
informative and interactive has made her popular with teachers and students 
alike.

Rupasree Mukherjee, a senior geography teacher, has more than seventeen 
years of teaching experience at Don Bosco School (Liluah, West Bengal).

in.pearson.com  |  http://www.pearsoned.co.in/schoolprc/longmangeography

updated

Now You Know and My World provide additional information about concepts taught in a chapter.

Practice Maps at the end of every book for extensive help and practice in map work.

Milestones identifies the key ideas and outlines the learning outcomes of the chapter.

Review exercise helps to consolidate learning through various types of exercises.

Snap Recap aids revision by summarizing the main concepts taught in a chapter.

Web Connect provides online references to relevant websites for further reference.

Maps, photographs and diagrams  
help to understand the geographical concepts being discussed.

Key Pedagogical FeaturesExclusive
ICSE Edition
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Geography 
Grades 9–10

(ICSE)

Expeditions—Geography for ICSE Classes 9 and 10 strictly follows the latest syllabus outlined by the Council for the Indian School Certificate Examinations (CISCE). 
Along with providing examination–oriented information, the books aim at making the process of learning enjoyable for the students. These books explore the 
physical as well as human aspects of our environment and aim at inculcating among students a deeper appreciation of the inter-relationship between man and his 
environment. The exercises at the end of each chapter have been designed keeping in mind the pattern of questions prescribed by the CISCE. Relevant diagrams and 
maps are adequately interspersed across the book to ensure an in-depth understanding of all the concepts.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook

Digital
Teacher’s CD-ROM

 z an e-book which has been designed as a dynamic and 
interactive tool to make learning more enjoyable.

 z solutions to all the questions.
 z printable outline maps.

About the Authors
Rupasree Mukherjee, a senior geography teacher, has extensive teaching experience. 
She teaches at Don Bosco School (Liluah, West Bengal), which she joined in 1991. She 
has an advanced degree in Geography and a Bachelor in Education from the University 
of Calcutta. She is currently serving as the head of the Geography department at Don 
Bosco School.

Baruna Ray Chowdhury has an advanced degree in Geography from the University 
of Calcutta and a Bachelor of Education from Loreto College. She 
teaches Geography at La Martiniere for Girls (Kolkata, West Bengal) at 
the secondary and senior secondary levels and serves as the head of 
the Geography department. She has extensive teaching experience of 
more than two decades. She has also been conducting teacher-training 
workshops for teachers of secondary and senior secondary classes.

in.pearson.com  |  http://www.pearsoned.co.in/schoolprc/expeditions

ICSE Geography

Exclusive
ICSE Edition

Points to Remember section helps students in the recapitulation of important concepts learnt in a chapter. 

Review questions and the Model Question Papers  
help in further practice. The test papers are based on the latest marking scheme.

Scope at the beginning of each lesson outlines the main topics of the lesson.

Practice Maps and Booklet of Topographical Maps
at the end of the Class 10 textbook will help students with map work.

Internal Assessment/Project Work/Practical Work section prepares students for the ICSE examination by helping them 
to practically apply the knowledge acquired from the text.

The Map Work  section prepares students for the ICSE examinations. 

Exercises at the end of each lesson include varied questions that adhere to the specifications of the ICSE examination 
question paper pattern.

Glossary explains the most important technical terms used in a chapter.
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History and Civics 
Grades 6–8

(ICSE)

Longman History and Civics for ICSE Classes 6 to 8, 4e, is based on the latest syllabus prescribed by the Council for the Indian School Certificate Examinations. 
These books seek to dispel the common notion that history and civics are tedious and boring. They aim to make learning of the historical and political concepts 
an enjoyable experience. The pedagogical emphasis of these books lies in promoting the learning of the subject, as well as facilitating a clear understanding of the 
events that shaped the history of India and the rest of the world. Civics, usually regarded as dry and uninteresting, is presented in an engaging manner. The content 
has been specially designed to relate its importance to our everyday life.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook and Detailed solutions for teachers

Digital
Teacher’s CD-ROM

About the Authors
Jasmine Dhillon is an active educationist with more than 15 years of experience.

Vipul Singh is an Associate Professor of History at the University of Delhi. He has also been 
actively involved in curriculum development and planning at the secondary and senior 
secondary level.

in.pearson.com  |  http://www.pearsoned.co.in/schoolprc/icse-lhnc3e

Now You Know  
provides interesting information related to a topic.

Project Activity, Picture Study  
and Think Tank make the learning process interesting.

Timeline  
gives a chronological framework of the historical events.

Review Exercise  
aids understanding and retention through a variety of question formats.

Glossary  
at the end of the chapter defines important conceptual terms.

Snap Recap  
condenses the concepts into simple points.

Case Study  
in some civics chapters gives an analysis of related topics.

Warm Up  
encourages the learners to find out extra information related to a topic.

Key Pedagogical FeaturesExclusive
ICSE Edition
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History and Civics  
Grades

6–8 (ICSE)

ActiveTeach Longman History and Civics for ICSE Classes 6–8 is a comprehensive study of history and civics. The aim is to make the learning of the 
historical and political concepts an enjoyable experience. The pedagogical emphasis lies in promoting the learning of the subject, as well as facilitating a clear 
understanding of the events that shaped the history of India and the rest of the world. Civics, usually regarded as a dry, uninteresting subject, is freed from the 
shackles of lifeless codes. The content has been specially designed to relate its importance to our everyday life. 

The content has been presented in an easy-to-understand and comprehensive manner to move beyond the mere narration of facts and figures. The aim is to 
make the study of these subjects interesting and interactive.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook and Comprehensive Teacher’s Resource Book

Digital
Student’s DVD-ROM & Teacher’s DVD-ROM

About the Authors
Jasmine Dhillon is an active educationist with more than 15 years of experience. 

Vipul Singh is an Associate Professor of History at the University of Delhi. He has also 
been actively involved in curriculum development and planning at the secondary and 
senior secondary level.

The tabs indicate the embedded content in the ActiveTeach  digital books.

Assets include chapter objectives, lesson plans, worksheets, animations, videos, video worksheets, interactive 
activities, zoom images, practical applications, hear concept, games and answer key.

The AT platform runs on Windows, Mac and Linux operating systems.

Active widgets include Timeline, Spin the wheel, Mnemonics, Mind maps, Map work and Our India.

Dynamic Question Zone helps to generate complete question papers for various assessments.

Easy navigation buttons help to move quickly from one part of the digital content to another.

Key Pedagogical FeaturesExclusive
ICSE Edition
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History and Civics 
Grades 9–10

(ICSE)

Ages and Events—ICSE History and Civics for Classes 9 and 10 is structured as per the latest syllabus prescribed by the Council for the Indian School Certificate 
Examinations (CISCE). 

The books follow a narrative as well as critical approach while dealing with the historical and political concepts and events. Each topic of the syllabus has been 
extensively covered, keeping in mind the scope as well as the parameters of the board examination.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook and Detailed solutions for teachers

Digital
Teacher’s CD-ROM

 z An e-book which has been designed as a dynamic and 
interactive tool that will make learning  
more enjoyable.

 z Solutions to all the questions.

About the Authors
H Nalini Lawrence has pursued advanced studies in History and Sociology. She is 
currently serving as the vice-principal and Head of the Department, History, in Clarence 
High School, Bengaluru. Her teaching career spans more than 30 years. She is vastly 
experienced in teaching ICSE and ISC curricula.

Manesh Chandra Kharga has pursued advanced studies in History. He is 
currently serving as the Head of the Department, History, at St Paul’s School, 
Darjeeling. His teaching career spans more than 26 years. He teaches 
History and Political Science at  the higher-secondary level and has also 
worked as a Lecturer in History at the Sikkim Government College 
for two years.

in.pearson.com  |  http://www.pearsoned.co.in/schoolprc/agesnevents

Exclusive
ICSE Edition

Exercises contain questions structured according to the board examination paper.

Review helps to evaluate understanding of a topic.Internal Assessment and maps  
prepare the students for the board exams.

Scope lays down the topics to be covered in a chapter.

Model Test Papers at the end of the books are based on the latest marking scheme for practice.

Timelines place events in chronological order.

Images, maps and illustrations ably supplement the text and promote understanding.

Glossary explains important terms and new words.

Points to remember acts as quick recapitulation section.
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Value Education  
Grades 1–8
(All Boards)

The revised edition of A Beautiful Life is a series on value education and life skills for the primary and middle school children. It is based on the latest National 
Curriculum Framework (2005) for school education developed by the NCERT.

The approach of the series is essentially secular. It includes the humanistic elements rooted in various religions. The values are brought home by age-appropriate 
activities that enable the children to develop their self-esteem, critical thinking and emotional intelligence. Throughout the series, the teacher fulfils the role of a 
facilitator, gently guiding the learner to the right direction.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook

Digital
Teacher’s CD-ROM

About the Authors
Shubha Subramaniam is an educationist with vast teaching experience. She is also a special educator for 
children with specific learning disabilities. She has several short stories and poems for children to her credit. 
She has also conducted teacher training workshops in mathematics, science, and special skills.

G Balasubramanian is a well-known academician in the field of school education 
in the country. He has been a resource person for training programs on value 
education and adolescence education. He has been conferred ‘Seva Ratan Award’ 
for his contribution to Education by the Centenarian Trust, Chennai, and ‘Life Time 
Achievement Award’ by VIMHANS, Delhi.

in.pearson.com  |  http://www.pearsoned.co.in/schoolprc/abeautifullife

Talk About allows the learners to evaluate and express what they have understood.

Self-Assessment modules are included for a comprehensive review.

Think it Over has questions and situations related to a theme.

Beyond the Classroom encourages the learner to relate the values  
and life skills learnt to situations outside the classroom.

Your Space lets the learners express what each value means to them.

What Would You Do probes the learners’ personal reactions to a situation.

Activity helps in learning by doing.

Read and Learn presents a story or an anecdote based on the central value  
dealt within the lesson.
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Wings of Life for Classes 1 to 8 is a series which aims to inculcate the basic values and life skills in the learners for their holistic development. It aims 
to make them accountable for their actions and interactions. The pedagogical elements are framed to develop the knowledge, values and attitudes 
necessary to become better and responsible people. The curriculum follows the guidelines of the National Curriculum Framework 2005. It adheres to 
the topics outlined by the NCERT to build a strong foundation in values and life skills from an early age. The author of the series is G Balasubramanian, a 
renowned educationist and a former Director (academics) of the CBSE.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook 

Digital
Teacher’s CD-ROM

About the Authors
G Balasubramanian is a renowned educationist and a former Director 
(Academics) of the CBSE. He has authored many books for schools, 
participated in several national and international workshops and has 
contributed papers relating to a wide variety of academic issues.

in.pearson.com  |  http://www.pearsoned.co.in/schoolprc/wingsoflife

Value Education 
Grades 1–8
(All Boards)

An  
activity-based  

poster is included  
at the end of  
every book.

Talk About allows the learners to evaluate and express what they have understood.

Self-Assessment modules are included for a comprehensive review.

Think it Over has questions and situations related to a theme.

Beyond the Classroom encourages the learner to relate the values  
and life skills learnt to situations outside the classroom.

Your Space lets the learners express what each value means to them.

What Would You Do probes the learners’ personal reactions to a situation.

Activity helps in learning by doing.

Read and Learn presents a story or an anecdote based on the central value dealt with in the lesson.

Key Pedagogical Features
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Value Education 
Grades 9–10

(All Boards)

Longman Value Education for Classes 9 and 10 is a series which aims to inculcate the basic values and life skills in the learners for their holistic development. It 
aims to make them accountable for their actions and interactions. The pedagogical elements are framed to develop the knowledge, values and attitudes necessary 
to become better and responsible people. The curriculum follows the guidelines of the National Curriculum Framework 2005. It adheres to the topics outlined by the 
NCERT to build a strong foundation in values and life skills from an early age.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook 

Digital
Teacher’s CD-ROM

About the Authors
G Balasubramanian is a renowned educationist and a former Director (Academics) of the CBSE. He has authored many 
books for schools, participated in several national and international workshops and has contributed papers relating to a 
wide variety of academic issues.

Key features
 z Warm-up enables students to recollect their previous knowledge about a concept.
 z Discussion time enables the students to discuss their opinions with each other.
 z Working together encourages interactions among the students. 
 z Project activity essentially enables the students to go beyond the text and find out what is really happening around them.
 z Think and answer again lets the students decide what should be done in a particular situation. This inspires thought and 

sensitivity.
 z Blog it! enables the students to express their opinions and thoughts freely.
 z Learning further enables the students to analyse their response to a certain situation. 
 z Self-assessment lets the students evaluate their perspectives. 
 z Life skills hones their skills to excel in their day-to-day life. These skills are addressed in Think and Answer and Case Study. 
 z Value store consolidates the values derived from a lesson.

Social Science  
Grade 5 and above 

(All Boards)

The New Updated edition of the Longman School Atlas has been designed for both classrooms use and home learning, and it covers the needs of all major 
school curriculum in the country. An exciting representation of how the world works, the atlas covers the solar system, the Earth's structure and geology, its 
climate, natural resources, population, economy and biomes with relevant facts. This unparalleled resource for every young geographer from 10 to 18 years 
of age is truly much more than an atlas.

N E W  U P D A T E D  E D I T I O N

LONGMAN

School

Key Pedagogical
Features

Updated maps with recent 
changes showing the 

boundaries of Jammu and 
Kashmir, and Ladakh as 

separate union territories

Pie charts help to interpret 
maps for reference

Regional and thematic 
approach reflected through 

more than 170 updated, 
accurate and detailed maps

State-of-the-art digital maps 
cover physical, political, 

climatic and economic aspects 
of India as well as the world

Fact boxes with data 
from authentic sources 
is an excellent source of 

information

Photographs and information 
bytes enhance understanding 

of the concepts depicted 
through the maps
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General Knowledge 
for Classes 1−8

(CBSE/State Boards)

New Know and Grow with Derek (2022 edition) series for Pan India Grades 1-8 is a culmination of one of Asia’s best-known quiz masters, Derek O’Brien’s 
methodologies for creating knowledgeable, responsible and better citizens of the society. The revised edition of the series aims at addressing the four vital skills 
for success in a learner’s life—Personality Development, Life Skills, General Knowledge and Creative and Thinking Skills through improved content and a new 
digital platform. The series serves a dual purpose of being a self-guide to the learners and can equally be teacher-driven. 

FIFTH EDITION

FIFTH EDITION

Derek O’Brien

KNOW AND GROW
WITH DEREK
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3

3 NEW
KNOW AND GROW
WITH DEREK

NEW

 in.pearson.com

MRP Inclusive
of all Taxes `260.00LONGMAN

For further information, please write to us at schoolmarketing@pearson.com
or call us on our Customer Service Number: 1800 123 463512 

New Know and Grow with Derek (2022 edition) series for Pan India Grades 1-8 is a culmination of 
one of Asia’s best-known quiz masters, Derek O’Brien’s methodologies for creating knowledgeable, 
responsible and better citizens of the society. The revised edition of the series aims at addressing the 
four vital skills for success in a learner’s life—Personality Development, Life Skills, General Knowledge 
and Creative and Thinking Skills through improved content and a new digital platform. The series serves 
a dual purpose of being a self-guide to the learners and can equally be teacher-driven. 

KEY PEDAGOGICAL FEATURES 

 Know with Derek provides a useful and interesting everyday snippet of information.

 Grow with Derek enables learners to use the information to tackle challenges to get ahead in life by 
inculcating twenty-�rst century skills.

 The thematic division of units, pages on facts, activities, special pages and quizzes give an edge to 
the learners.

 Child safety pages have been added at the end of each book as per the guidelines of the Protection 
of Children from Sexual Offences Act (POCSO), 2012.

 Life Skills and Value Education section enhances their positive behaviour and Thinking and Number 
Skills chisels their logical and mathematical acumen.

 Test papers at regular intervals help the teachers evaluate the performance of the learners.

In this country, Derek O’Brien is synonymous with knowledge-based game shows. — The Times of India 

There is a bright child in every child and Derek knows exactly how to bring it out. — Oman Daily 

Derek O’Brien’s new mantra is Know and Grow ... emphasising on the overall development, life skills and 
creativity of the child, along with general knowledge. — The Arab Times, Kuwait 

Derek O’Brien’s way with children is inimitable. — The Telegraph 

A great believer in learning-by-doing, Derek O’Brien had set his eyes on general awareness to help students 
gather information in an interesting way. — Indian Express 

Derek O’Brien �lls the mind-game with a dash of excitement and fun. — The Hindu

FIFTH EDITION

FIFTH EDITION

Derek O’Brien

KNOW AND GROW
WITH DEREK
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NEW

 in.pearson.com

MRP Inclusive
of all Taxes `290.00LONGMAN

For further information, please write to us at schoolmarketing@pearson.com
or call us on our Customer Service Number: 1800 123 463512 

New Know and Grow with Derek (2022 edition) series for Pan India Grades 1-8 is a culmination of 
one of Asia’s best-known quiz masters, Derek O’Brien’s methodologies for creating knowledgeable, 
responsible and better citizens of the society. The revised edition of the series aims at addressing the 
four vital skills for success in a learner’s life—Personality Development, Life Skills, General Knowledge 
and Creative and Thinking Skills through improved content and a new digital platform. The series serves 
a dual purpose of being a self-guide to the learners and can equally be teacher-driven. 

KEY PEDAGOGICAL FEATURES 

 Know with Derek provides a useful and interesting everyday snippet of information.

 Grow with Derek enables learners to use the information to tackle challenges to get ahead in life by 
inculcating twenty-�rst century skills.

 The thematic division of units, pages on facts, activities, special pages and quizzes give an edge to 
the learners.

 Child safety pages have been added at the end of each book as per the guidelines of the Protection 
of Children from Sexual Offences Act (POCSO), 2012.

 Life Skills and Value Education section enhances their positive behaviour and Thinking and Number 
Skills chisels their logical and mathematical acumen.

 Test papers at regular intervals help the teachers evaluate the performance of the learners.

In this country, Derek O’Brien is synonymous with knowledge-based game shows. — The Times of India 

There is a bright child in every child and Derek knows exactly how to bring it out. — Oman Daily 

Derek O’Brien’s new mantra is Know and Grow ... emphasising on the overall development, life skills and 
creativity of the child, along with general knowledge. — The Arab Times, Kuwait 

Derek O’Brien’s way with children is inimitable. — The Telegraph 

A great believer in learning-by-doing, Derek O’Brien had set his eyes on general awareness to help students 
gather information in an interesting way. — Indian Express 

Derek O’Brien �lls the mind-game with a dash of excitement and fun. — The Hindu

 Course Components

Print
Students’ Book supplemented with Current Affairs Booklet 

Digital
ActiveTeach (In-class digital platform for teacher’s support), 
ActiveApp (for learner's support) 

(with exciting new assets like animations, videos, interactive 
activities, picture studies, games, assessments and widgets for 
better recapitulation and understanding of concepts)

About the Authors

As rightly put by the newspaper Oman Daily, “There is a bright child in every child and 
Derek knows exactly how to bring it out.” Derek O’Brien is one of Asia’s best-known quiz 
masters and his way of emphasizing on the overall development, life skills and creativity 
of a child, along with general knowledge is impeccable". 

The thematic division of units, pages on facts, activities, special pages and quizzes give an edge to
the learners.

Child safety pages have been added at the end of each book as per the guidelines of the Protection
of Children from Sexual Offences Act (POCSO), 2012.

Know with Derek provides a useful and interesting everyday snippet of information.

Test papers at regular intervals help the teachers evaluate the performance of the learners.

Life Skills and Value Education section enhances their positive behaviour and Thinking and Number
Skills chisels their logical and mathematical acumen.

Worksheets on Covid-19 provided in the Current Affairs Booklet help learners gain knowledge about the pandemic and 
how to keep themselves safe.

Grow with Derek enables learners to use the information to tackle challenges to get ahead in life by
inculcating twenty-first century skills.

Key Pedagogical Features
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General Knowledge  
Grades 1-8
(All Boards)

Be a GK Champ series takes learners on an exciting adventure through the large expanse of knowledge. It is an eight-part general knowledge series authored 
by Asia’s best-known quizmaster, Derek O’Brien. The books are designed for primary and middle school learners to engage their minds with wide-ranging 
information and stimulating quizzes. 

 Course Components

Print
Students’ Book supplemented with 
Current Affairs Booklet

Digital
In-class teacher’s build for the 
classroom and ActiveApp for the 
students

About the Authors
Derek O’Brien dominated Indian television as the country’s most well-known quizmaster for over 
two decades, asking questions to millions across India.

He was the host of the country’s longest-running corporate quiz show, The Brand Equity Quiz, as well 
The Cadbury Bournvita Quiz Contest, the longest-running knowledge game show on Indian television.

He is a celebrated author, having written more than sixty bestselling reference, quiz and textbooks.

Derek O’Brien is a twice-serving member of the Rajya Sabha, from West Bengal. He 
is the leader of the Trinamool Congress’ Parliamentary party in the Upper House 
and its chief national spokesperson.

Derek is the CEO of Derek O’Brien & Associates. He and his team of more than 
forty associates have been working closely with teachers and students for more 
than two decades to make knowledge available in a fun and interesting way.

Quiz pages interspersed with facts provide detailed and interesting information

Well-structured puzzles in Problem Solving section effectively develop analytical and thinking skills of the learners

Carefully graded quiz pages impart relevant information according to the level of the learner 

Words/terms in the Help Box facilitate students to attempt the quizzes on their own

A Champion’s Checkpoint provides interesting additional facts to enrich learner’s knowledge

Varied formats of visual and text quizzes including MCQs, aid dissemination of knowledge

Test Papers at the end of the book to test learner’s retention and facilitate summative assessment

Quizzes divided into nine sections—Nature and Wildlife, India, Sports, Science and Technology, World Around Us, 
Literature and Language, Art and Entertainment, Mixed Bag, Problem Solving—for easy navigation

Key Pedagogical Features
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For Grades Nursery,  
LKG & UKG
(All Boards)

A Programme for Early YearsA Programme for Early Years 

NURTURE–A Programme for Early Years is an early childhood education programme. Based on an interactive, play way and activity-based approach to learning, 
the programme focuses on developing and enhancing skill sets at the pre-primary grades. The activities suggested in the books have been carefully curated, 
designed and graded keeping in mind the age, interest level and the learning ability of the target audience.

 Course Components

The entire programme includes bespoke features for 
learners and instructors :

For the learners: 
• Communication, Language and Literacy

Coursebooks A and B
Printed notebooks for practice and application

• Numeracy
Coursebook
Printed notebooks for practice and application

• Understanding Our World
Coursebooks A and B

• Flash cards

• Bonus stickers

For the instructors: Online Teacher Manual (daily 
planners, assessment ideas/manual, exemplar letters—to 
be sent to parents—curriculum guidance—Personal, Social 
and Emotional Development [PSED] ideas—circle time—
homework and extra craft—ideas for the activity room); 
Digital support; Worksheet Bank

About the Authors
An educator with over 30 years of hands-on experience, Kaadambari Muttoo has been 
the Director of prominent educational consultancies such as GEMS Education, Learn 
Today of the India Today group and the Shri 
Ram Education Trust, where her work centered 
on establishing K-12 schools and developing the 
Early Years and Primary curricula for the schools 
in her care.

 z Exercises based on 21st century skills
 z Rhymes to support the eurhythmics approach to ensure gross motor development and 

creative expression
 z Theme-based curriculum
 z Stories based on suggested themes relating to real-life situations
 z Accelerated Reading Programme through phonics and whole language

Key Highlights Stories, rhymes and art integrated into coursebooks and application books. Tips for implementation given in Coursebook 
for ongoing support

Based on three main approaches: Reggio Emilia, Montessori and Play-way by Froebel

Innovative themes to develop necessary skills at each level

Evidence based  learning

Science through hands-on activities 

Continuous assessment as  a part of learning routine with specific indicators:  
Budding, Blossoming and Flourishing

Focus on Accelerated Reading through a dual approach: Phonics and Whole language

Key Pedagogical Features
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Pre-primary 
Grades LKG–UKG

(All Boards)

ActiveTeach Tiny Talents is an Early Childhood Care and Education (ECCE) programme. Based on the playway method and the activity-based approach to 
learning, the course focuses on developing and enhancing skill sets at the pre-primary grades. 

With carefully designed activities, it includes concept-building and practice and makes the learners numeracy- and literacy-ready, while also giving them an early 
view of the world around them. 

A wide variety of digital resources have been designed around the course content for maximum efficacy of learning. It is, therefore, a 360-degree programme, 
which makes both learning and teaching a fun-filled experience.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook & Comprehensive Teacher’s Resource Book

Digital
Student’s DVD-ROM & Teacher’s DVD-ROM

in.pearson.com  |  http://www.pearsoned.co.in/activeteach

Liberal use of audio recordings promote listening skill.

Improved platform with child-friendly features enhance learning.

Grade-specific games create scope for learning by play-way method.

Innovative activities and worksheets offer opportunities for evaluation.

Widgets for Literacy, Numeracy and General Awareness make learning fun.

Key Pedagogical Features

Animated concepts taught through stories, songs, poems reinforce understanding.
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fganh 

 ikB~;Øe ?kVdikB~;Øe ?kVd

eqfnzr lkexzheqfnzr lkexzh

ikB~;iqLrdikB~;iqLrd

fMfTkVyfMfTkVy

,fDVo ,si] f”k{k.k lg;ksx lkexzh¼isuMªkbo½ ,fDVo ,si] f”k{k.k lg;ksx lkexzh¼isuMªkbo½ 
& jkspd vkSj vkd’kZd ,uhes”ku & jkspd vkSj vkd’kZd ,uhes”ku 
& –“;&JO; vf/kxe¼f”k{kk½ ds lkFk cks/kxE; ohfM;ks& –“;&JO; vf/kxe¼f”k{kk½ ds lkFk cks/kxE; ohfM;ks
& O;kdj.k ds mifo’k;ks a ij vk/kkfjr vH;kl i= & O;kdj.k ds mifo’k;ks a ij vk/kkfjr vH;kl i= 
& –“;&JO; ,uhes”ku ij vk/kkfjr vH;kl i= & –“;&JO; ,uhes”ku ij vk/kkfjr vH;kl i= 
& jkspd [ksy xfrfof/k;k¡& jkspd [ksy xfrfof/k;k¡
& O;kdjf.kd fo’k;ks a ij vk/kkfjr vfrfjDr ijLij laoknkRed  & O;kdjf.kd fo’k;ks a ij vk/kkfjr vfrfjDr ijLij laoknkRed  
  fØ;kdyki  fØ;kdyki
& O;kdj.k ds mifo’k;ks a ij vk/kkfjr vH;kl i= vkSj cks/kxE;    & O;kdj.k ds mifo’k;ks a ij vk/kkfjr vH;kl i= vkSj cks/kxE;    
  vH;kl i= ds mÙkj   vH;kl i= ds mÙkj 
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fganh 

d{kk 0–8
¼lHkh cksMZ½

^mYykl*^mYykl*  Ük`a`a[kyk dk fuekZ.k jk”Vªh; ikBîp;kZ dh :ijs[kk (NCF) ds funsZ’kkuqlkj fd;k x;k gSA mYykl vH;kl iqLrd mYykl vH;kl iqLrd Ük`a`a[kyk fganh Hkk”kk ds O;kid ikB~;Øe dks lqxe] 
lqn`<+ vkSj vkuannk;d cukus dk iz;kl gS] lkFk gh ;g Nk=ksa dks fparu vkSj HkkoukRed vfHkO;fDr ds fy, Hkh volj iznku djrh gSA bl Ük`a`a[kyk esa fon~;kfFkZ;ksa dh 
laizs”k.k n{krk dks c<+kus ds fy, O;kogkfjd Hkk”kk vkSj fofHkUu xfrfof/k;ksa dk lekos’k fd;k x;k gSA

 ikB~;Øe ?kVdikB~;Øe ?kVd

eqfnzr lkexzheqfnzr lkexzh

ikB~;iqLrd vkSj vH;kl iqfLrdk]  

f'k{kd lanf'kZdk ,oa mRrjkoyhA

fMfTkVyfMfTkVy

f'k{k.k lg;ksx lkexzh ¼lh-Mh½

ysf[kdk ds ckjs ysf[kdk ds ckjs esa

e/kq nj & e/kq nj & pkj n'kdksa ls fganh f’k{k.k esa dk;Zjr( laLÑr rFkk fganh dh fo"k;&fo'ks"kK( ikB~;p;kZ vkSj fganh fo"k;d fof'k"V 
xfrfof/k;ksa ds fo"k; esa ijke'kZnk«kh] lHkh cksMksZa ds fganh f'k{kdksa ds izf'k{k.k vkSj dk;Z'kkykvksa esa dk;ZjrA

fgekuh tks'kh &fgekuh tks'kh & vgenkckn rFkk fnYyh ds dqN izfrf"Br fon~;ky;ksa esa ,d n'kd ls vf/kd le; ls izkbejh Lrj ij 
f'k{k.k( laizs"k.k in~/kfr ls Hkk"kk f'k{k.k esa u, iz;ksx( rhu iqLrd Ükà̀a[kyk vkSj dqN ys[k izdkf'kr( laizfr ikFkosT+k Ldwy] uks,Mk 
¼m- iz-½ esa fganh f'kf{kdkA

'kS{kf.kd fo'ks"krk,¡'kS{kf.kd fo'ks"krk,¡

 z �ljl] jkspd vkSj thou&ewY;ksa dks lqn`<+ djus gsrq Lrjkuqlkj ikB~; lkexzhA

 z �izR;sd ikB esa iwoZ iBu xfrfof/k rFkk jpukRed ewY;kadu ds fy, ifj;kstuk dk;Z rFkk xfrfof/k;ksa ds lq>koA

 z �Hkkf”kd dkS’kyksa— lquuk] cksyuk] i<+uk vkSj fy[kuk dh lHkh fo/kkvksa ds LrjhÑr vH;klA

 z �Øecn~/k vkSj jkspd ikBkar vH;klksa n~okjk Hkk”kk ds mPprj dkS’kyksasa— fparu&euu] dYiuk vkSj vfHkO;fDr dk 

fodklA

 z iqLrd ds var esa jpukRed vkSj ladfyr ewY;kadu ds fy, vH;kl i=A

 in.pearson.com  |  http://www.pearsoned.co.in/schoolprc/ullaas

^O;kogkfjd jpukRed O;kdj.kO;kogkfjd jpukRed O;kdj.k* fl)karksa ds :i esa O;kdjf.kd fu;eksa dks jVokus dh vis{kk 
O;kogkfjd :i esa Kku ds fofoèk vk;keksa dks fu"ikfnr djrh gSA blds varxZr ÇçV vkSj 
fMftVy ds ekè;e ls O;kdj.k lh[kus dh uohu euksoSKkfud ç.kkyh dk lw=ikr fd;k x;k gS] 
tks Nk=ksa ds Lrjkuqdwy] lqxe vkSj xzká gSA

 ikB~;Øe ?kVd
eqfær vkSj fMftVy

eqfnzr iqLrd dh foy{k.krk,¡
z	lhch,lÃ }kjk tkjh uohure ikBîØe ij vkèkkfjr lHkh fn'kk&funsZ'kksa dk vuqlj.k
z	O;kdjf.kd ikBîØe dk ljy] cksèkxE; vkSj lqxzká çLrqrhdj.k
z	lelkef;d] O;kogkfjd] çklafxd fo"k;ksa dk lekos'k
z	Nk=ksa dh xzká {kerk dks laoÆèkr djus vkSj tk¡pus ds fy, fofoèk vH;kl vkSj Lo;a ijh{k.k dk lekos'k
z	fuèkkZfjr ikBîiqLrdksa ds mnkgj.kksa }kjk O;kogkfjd O;kdj.k ds fo"k;ksa dk Li"Vhdj.k
z	*cksMZ ijh{kk* dh rS;kjh ds fy, y?kwÙkjkRed] vfry?kwÙkjkRed vkSj cgqoSdfYid ç'uksa dk lekos'k
z	mPprj Çpru dkS'ky ¼HOTS½ rFkk miyfCèk ds Js"Bre ekudksa ds vuq:i

fMftVy

fMftVy f'k{kk ds çfr tkx:d –f"Vdks.k

z	,uhes'ku
z	[ksy vkSj vfrfjDr laoknkRed fØ;kdyki ¼baVjSfDVo ,sfDVfoVh½ 
z	Jo.k dkS'ky ds v‚fM;ks
z	fuèkkZfjr ikBîiqLrd ¼f{kfrt] —frdk½ ds lHkh ç'uksa ds mÙkj 
z	O;kogkfjd O;kdj.k ij vkèkkfjr vfrfjDr vH;kl ç'u i= ¼mÙkj lfgr½ 
z	fuèkkZfjr ikBîiqLrdksa esa ls O;kdj.k ds vfrfjDr mnkgj.kksa }kjk vH;kl 
z	fiNys 5 o"kks± ds cksMZ ds ç'u i= ¼mÙkj lfgr½ 
z	çfrn'kZ ç'u i=
z	O;kogkfjd O;kdj.k ds vH;klksa ds rdZ lfgr mÙkj 

ys[kd ifjp;
M‚- lqjs'k iarM‚- lqjs'k iar& Hkk"kkfon vkSj Hkk"kkfoKkuh( vusd jk"Vªh; rFkk varjjk"Vªh; 
laLFkkuksa esa Çgnh Hkk"kk vkSj O;kdj.k ds fo'ks"kK( f'k{k.k&çf'k{k.k rFkk lkexzh 
fuekZ.k dk lqnh?kZ vuqHko

fganh 

d{kk 9-10 dkslZ-^v*  
¼lhch,lÃ½

z	lkewfgd xfrfofèk
z	fo"k; cksèk
z	fo"k; igpku
z	le>us ds fy,

z	vc vH;kl
z	feydj djsa
z	Lo;a ijh{k.k¼cgqfodYih½
z	[kkstsa rks tkusa

izeq[k vkd"kZ.k
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fganh 

d{kk 9-10 dkslZ-^c*  
¼lhch,lÃ½

^O;kogkfjd jpukRed O;kdj.kO;kogkfjd jpukRed O;kdj.k* fl)karksa ds :i esa O;kdjf.kd fu;eksa dks jVokus dh vis{kk 
O;kogkfjd :i esa Kku ds fofoèk vk;keksa dks fu"ikfnr djrh gSA blds varxZr ÇçV vkSj 
fMftVy ds ekè;e ls O;kdj.k lh[kus dh uohu euksoSKkfud ç.kkyh dk lw=ikr fd;k x;k 
gS] tks Nk=ksa ds Lrjkuqdwy] lqxe vkSj xzká gSA

 ikB~;Øe ?kVd
eqfær vkSj fMftVy

eqfnzr iqLrd dh foy{k.krk,¡
z	lhch,lÃ }kjk tkjh uohure ikBîØe ij vkèkkfjr lHkh fn'kk&funsZ'kksa dk vuqlj.k 
z	O;kdjf.kd ikBîØe dk ljy] cksèkxE; vkSj lqxzká çLrqrhdj.k
z	lelkef;d] O;kogkfjd] çklafxd fo"k;ksa dk lekos'k
z	Nk=ksa dh xzká {kerk dks laoÆèkr djus vkSj tk¡pus ds fy, fofoèk vH;kl vkSj Lo;a 

ijh{k.k dk lekos'k
z	fuèkkZfjr ikBîiqLrdksa ds mnkgj.kksa }kjk O;kogkfjd O;kdj.k ds fo"k;ksa dk Li"Vhdj.k
z	*cksMZ ijh{kk* dh rS;kjh ds fy, y?kwÙkjkRed] vfry?kwÙkjkRed vkSj cgqoSdfYid ç'uksa dk 

lekos'k
z	mPprj Çpru dkS'ky ¼HOTS½ rFkk miyfCèk ds Js"Bre ekudksa ds vuq:i

fMftVy
fMftVy f'k{kk ds çfr tkx:d –f"Vdks.k
z	,uhes'ku

z	[ksy vkSj vfrfjDr laoknkRed fØ;kdyki ¼baVjSfDVo ,sfDVfoVh½
z	Jo.k dkS'ky ds v‚fM;ks
z	fuèkkZfjr ikBîiqLrd ¼Li'kZ] lap;u½ ds lHkh ç'uksa ds mÙkj 
z	O;kogkfjd O;kdj.k ij vkèkkfjr vfrfjDr vH;kl ç'u i= ¼mÙkj lfgr½  
z	fuèkkZfjr ikBîiqLrdksa esa ls O;kdj.k ds vfrfjDr mnkgj.kksa }kjk vH;kl 
z	fiNys 5 o"kks± ds cksMZ ds ç'u i= ¼mÙkj lfgr½ 
z	çfrn'kZ ç'u i=
z	O;kogkfjd O;kdj.k ds vH;klksa ds rdZ lfgr mÙkj 

ys[kd ifjp;
M‚- lqjs'k iarM‚- lqjs'k iar& Hkk"kkfon vkSj Hkk"kkfoKkuh( vusd jk"Vªh; rFkk varjjk"Vªh; 
laLFkkuksa esa Çgnh Hkk"kk vkSj O;kdj.k ds fo'ks"kK( f'k{k.k&çf'k{k.k rFkk lkexzh 
fuekZ.k dk lqnh?kZ vuqHko

M‚ vuqjkèkkM‚ vuqjkèkk& Çgnh f'k{k.k vkSj çf'k{k.k dk nh?kZ vuqHko] çfrf"Br ljnkj iVsy 
fo|ky; ¼SPV½ esa 40 o"kks± dk f'k{k.k vuqHko] Çgnh Hkk"kk f'k{k.k dks jkspd cukus esa 
fo'ks"kKrk

z	lkewfgd xfrfofèk
z	fo"k; cksèk
z	fo"k; igpku

z	le>us ds fy,
z	vc vH;kl
z	feydj djsa

z	Lo;a ijh{k.k¼cgqfodYih½
z	[kkstsa rks tkusa

izeq[k vkd"kZ.k

Art & Craft Grades 0–5 (All Boards)

Let’s Do and Learn is a complete art, craft and drawing course for young learners, starting from Kindergarten till Class 5. The books  have systematic and 
carefully graded activities that will develop and enhance the learner’s capacity to visualise ideas. The series aims to foster creativity, facilitate imagination 
and encourage aesthetic expression. Special emphasis has been given to the use of colours in the books. Colours are used in appropriate context so that 
the learners are able to use them meaningfully.

 Course Components

Print
Coursebook

Key Features
 z Simple and interactive tasks have been provided.
 z Easy-to-understand instructions help in the accomplishment of the tasks.
 z Colourful and attractive layout engages the learners.
 z The topics covered include reverse painting, spray art, stencils, origami, crayon 

etching, mosaic colouring, sponge painting and paper collage.
 z Teacher’s Notes provide additional input for interactive pedagogy.

Signature
23

Finger and thumb impression

Observe the scene carefully and identify the finger and thumb impressions.

Signature 31

Gradation colouringTrace along the grey lines with a pencil and then colour the picture as given in the 

sample. 

00_Lets do and Learn_STD-4.indd   31
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Signature
3

Trace and colour

Trace along the dashes and complete the butterfly, using crayons of matching 

colour.

00_Lets do and Learn_UKG.indd   3

6/16/2013   11:59:20 AM

Primers
also available
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The new and updated edition of the Pearson IIT Foundation Series continues to be a source of comprehensive and reliable content for 
competitive readiness. Conceptual clarity and gaining mastery over the art of problem-solving are the central themes of the series. To 
ensure this, the series has lucid content along with neatly-sketched diagrams and real-life application-based examples.
This is an indispensable companion for all aspirants aiming to succeed in key entrance examinations, like Joint Entrance Examination 
(JEE), National Talent Search Examination (NTSE), Olympiads–Junior/Senior/International, Kishore Vaigyanik Protsahan Yojana (KVPY), etc.

The series consists of textbooks and practice books for Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics and Biology for classes 6–10.

HIGHLIGHTS
 Key concepts explained in a learner-friendly manner
 Application-based problems, graded by difficulty, leading to conceptual clarity
 Solved examples presented in a logical and step-wise manner for each concept
 ‘Test your Concepts’ section at the end of every chapter to check progress
 Hints and Explanation for key questions along with common mistakes and how to avoid them

Your Companion for a Strong Foundation

IIT Foundation
Series

Build a solid foundation to crack
JEE & NEET with Pearson







Pearson IIT Foundation Series COURSE BOOKS
Science | Physics | Chemistry | Mathematics | Biology    Classes 6 to 8
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Pearson IIT Foundation Series COURSE BOOKS
Physics | Chemistry | Mathematics | Biology    Classes 9 & 10

Pearson IIT Foundation Series PRACTICE BOOKS
Physics | Chemistry | Mathematics    Classes 7 to 10

About the Series
1. Designed to accompany the course-books available in this series. 
2. Connects the subjective knowledge to its real world applications. 
3. Each chapter has a set of assessment tests which are mapped to course-book. 
4. Will guide students step-by-step towards understanding the central concept

New to this Edition
1. Combine practice books for class 7 to10
2. Questions are align to IIT JEE Exam pattern
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Physics, 
Chemistry, Biology
(Class 6, 7, 8, 9, 10)

Pearson NEET Foundation Series, comprising Physics, Chemistry, and Biology for classes 6 to 10, is 
designed to help students to get an all-round grasp of the basic science and make its useful application at 
grassroot level. The series provides a perfect blend of learning through comprehensive theory and variety 
of exercise in-line with CBSE and NEET pattern. Coverage and features of this series makes it highly useful 
for NEET, AIIMS, CBSE, Olympiads, Kishore Vaigyanik Protsahan Yojana (KVPY), and NTSE.

in.pearson.com  |  http://www.pearsoned.co.in/activeteach

Pearson

NEET
Foundation Series
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